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PROFESSIONALN
PILLAGING CITY

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. MARCH 13. 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

'MAY CHANGE RULE
TO MEET PURPOSE

Police Relieve Gang ot"1-eggs'
Are Here

Redncing qualifications For
High School Principal

Prisoner Evidently Is Experienced in
Ways of Crime stud the
Police.

Election Is Said To Be Scheduled For
An Early Date—Faculty To
Be Named,

TWO MEN FRIGHTENED AWAY.
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10 CENTS PER WEEK

WATCHING FOR A FAVORABLE WIND.
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FELL DOWN ,,TAIRSI.
Stranger in Wrong House Break.
Through Glans Door.

It

Disturbed in his slumbers by a series of bumps followed by a loud
crash, J. F. Nicholson, the insurance
agent, of 108 Broadway, leaped from
ids room to find an aged stranger lying at the bottom of the stairs limp
and Melts, last night. The stranger
had fallen the entire length of the
steep flight of stairs without eustainfile serious injury.
He was drunk, and when picked tin
revived. His head and hands were cut
b# the gland of the door when he fell
21114-la deetapsd.ho was
not injured And no doctor was tierOman% Breaking away' 'from theme
holding him, he staggered towards
First street and Broadway and finally
landed in the right building. He had
become confused_ and entered the
Wrong plate.

PADUCAH LOSES
WOODMEN FIGHT
Past Head Consul Comes to
West Kentuay and IKills
Emery's chances
ELEerlos

PROF. C. A. NORVELL CHOICE

LONG

_DRAWN

OUT

Lasts ell Day and Sovereigns Are
Still in Session—Heal Gene
Elected Last Night.

C
Has a band of safe blowers, burglars and thieves swooped down on
Pad ucat
This question is bothering the police, and every patrolman In the city
Is on the alert for prowlers. Not a
saloon, grocery or business house of
any deseription in the City is passed
at night. without a thorough investigation by the patrolmen. Chief Collins, alarmed by 'the repeated burglaries and recent battle between safe
blowers and patrolmen, has issued orders for patrolmen to exercise partAcular caution. and to investigate every
suspicious character.
'Phtie morning at 2 o'clock two
white men were caught in the act of
breaking into lames Wtard's saloon
at Eleventh and Caldwell streets, and
after a chaise by Patrolmen_ Sanders
and Clark, of the depot beat, they escaped. The patrolmen were oonaiog
into Caldwell street from Eleventh
street and slaw two shadows at the
front doer. They started
forward
and the shadows moved rapidly away.
Two white men were seen, one of
them hatless.
A large gate in the
rear lending tato an alley had been
conveniently left open and diving into
the reeeeses of the alley, the fugitives
stemmed the gate shut on the fast
coming
patrolmen.
A
thorough
seatreh felled to discover the men.
Must Be Profeesional,
Charles Kellock, the safe bower
who engaged with a companion in
pistol duel with Patrolmen Wood and
Orr Monday morning after blowing
the Denker safe at Eighth and Harris
streets, is thought to be a professional. He shows by every move that
he is one of experience. He will sae
nothing. For fear that his "pals"
will try to get him out, Jailer F,aker
has taken precautions and will be
prepared for any attempt to liberate
Kellock.
"Men of such characters are desperate enough to kilt a jailer to rescue a 'pal-'" (Thief Collins declared.
"When we arrested those two eastern
safe blowers and put them .in Eddyvine jail several years ago for safekeeping, 'pails' entered, hound the
jailer, and escaped with the prisoners."
(Thief COMM) J8 trying to secure
,;ome trace as to Ke:lock's record. He
is sure he has a lean who is wanted
elsewhere.
Not Known in Memphis.
Memphis, March 13.—The local po
lice department is without any information as to a man by the name of
Kellock, but officers at the police
station are of the opinion that the
burglars surprised at their work in
Paducah are very probably the same
gang that operated in Memphis a
short time ago.
Burglars, who were evidently professionals, attempted to blow open
the safe at Sheibler & Co.'s. on Front
street, only a few weeks ago, but left
before they had completed the job,
evidently having ,peen frightened
away by a passing Iceman or night
watchman. It was believes here that
there were three men in 'The gang,
and they were known to have left
the city Immediately after the attempt at the Sheibler store.
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Rain tonight, possibly turning to
Election of the High school faculsnow. Thursday colder.
Highest ty promises to follow close on the
temperature yesterday ,75; lowest to- heels of the election of
a superinSOCIAL
FEATURES
POPULAR.
day, 3S.
tendent according to report, and the
next meeting of the school board, it
GRAIN MARKET.
is said the election will take place.
Cincinnati, March 13.—Wheat,
The choke of a principal of the
c %MP.
703k; corn, 40; oats, 40%.
Junior PURA Head Consul—
High schooles second in interest only
P. T. Wells, Slumsy„
to that of superintendent, since Prof.
JUMPS 13 STORIES.
Heed Conaul—J. H. Brewer,
George Payne, like Superintendent
' Cincinnati, March 13.—Miss
Louisville.
Lieb, declines to serve another year.
Gertrude Harnish, stenographer
Several vacancies in the faculty also
Head
Ads
C, M.
in a law office, committed suicide
will have to be filled, on account of
Heveren, Owensboro. early this morning by jumping
the intention of teachers to leave PaHead Clerk—Charles L. WIfrom the thirteemet story of the
ducah. There are four applicants for
man, Louisville.
Traction building to the street
the
principalship:
Prof. C. H.
below. She entered the office
Shrieves, science teacher, and Prof.
READ GROVE.
earlier than usual and almost
W. H. Sugg, both of whom were apGrand Guardian—lfrm. George
plicants for the position ,of superinimmediately leaped from the
h irk howl, Fulton.
tesdent; Prof. W. T. Johnson -and
window. She died shortly after
Grand
Ads hoe—Mrs. C. E.
Prof. C. A. Norvell, formerly prince
being taken to the hospital.
Maxwell,
letilth . is supposed to bb the
Pal Of rile ingli sciio-or, and now asITri—
tna-Thi niter—Mrs. M. C.
sistant in English. It is understood
cause.
'Diodes, Wingo,
—Berryman in Weshin9ton Star.
that Prof. Norvell will be thg choice
Grand (lerk—Mrs.
A. Merefor principal, but that the others will
dith, Ashland.
JENA VICTLMS.
retain their present positions, if
Paris, March 13.—Admiral
Grand (haplatnelfrii.1), Barthey desfre. Prot Norvell is a gradnett, Craneyville.
Marquis this afternoon made an
uate of Cape Girardeau Normal Colofficial report to the minkstery of
Delesnstg—Mes. Miclusel peelege.
marine, saying the number of
ling".
Lower grade tearbers
probably
dead among officers and crew rewee not be elected until later.
sulting
from the explosion
Speeches In profusion marked toIt Is also reported that the comaboard the Jena yesterday, will
day's session of delegates to the ormittee on rules is engaged in makapproximate 100. Three hunganization of Head Camp le state
ing some changes of Importance. Secure Right of Way Across Island First District Democrats Gather
dred and sixty-eight are in hosat (arla'nters and Painters Ask for In- Woodmen of the World. and no more
Trustee Peter Beckenbach announced
pitals, some of whom are thought
than the election of officers will probCreek to New Glass Plant in Me,Fulton to Choose Candidate for
crease and Reply WIN Be Made ably
some time ago that IC close revision
to be fatally injured.
be accompliehed eefore night.
would be made.
chanicsburg and Other Factories
State Senator Tomorrow—From
Sometime Before First of Next Speeches long, and speeches short,
It Is possible a change will
be
FILIPINO ELECTION.
speeches humorous -and
pathetic,
There.
made in rule 33, governing the qualThree Counties.
Month.
Washington, March 13.—The
were heard on the floor of Red Men's
IficatiOn
seee_prin
cipal
of the High
4.
fleet step -toward Filipino self.
hall today
school. The rule reads:
gevernnwat will be made July.
The sessecin opened at 1-0 o'clock
"The principal of the High school ILLINOI
20, On Oust date all males in
and the committee on eredeetials
S CENTRAL WANTS IT. HICKMAN CONTROLS MEETIN
BUILDIN
reTRADES
G
G.
ADE
BUSY
shall
be a graduate of a reputable
the Philippines over 23, not citiloorted. Organizer Johnson Hall
went
universit
y
or
college
of
a
in
good
zens or subjects of any foreign
into the businees with dispatch, In
standing with the College Union."
power will be permitted to vote
placing crand elates in
nomination
What seems to be a coup is wild
Fulton, Ky., March 13.-- TomorLocal unions this month are busy speeches were made
for members of the Philippine
not only -by the
to have been executed yesterday by
row a bitter struggle will be waged preparing wales of wages to be pre- person nominating them
asisembly and other officers. The
but by
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Rented to the "basses," and already friends, taking
first assembly will convene early
between
the adherents of E. M. Tayup much time. 'AlLouis in securing a right of way on
two have taken the initiative and Pre- though the election
in October. Secretary Taft will
was gone into
the other side of Island creek to the lor, of Fulton county, and S. A. Nor- sented
scales. They are the carpen- within a few
be present.
moments after the cell
new glass plant. For a long time the man, of Graves county,candldates for
ters' and electrical workers' unione. to order, at
12:30 o'elock the perIllinois Central, which comes around the Democratic nomination for senThe former desire an increase and spiring, excitedIA)UISVILLE STRIKE.
convention had electto some of the Meebaniesburg fac- ator in
the First district. The conven- the latter ask for the game wale, ed but throe candidate
Louisville, Ky., March 13:—
s.
tories from the direction of Tyler,'
Winchester rifles and revolvers
tion will be held
inezeose.
here 'tomorrow which practically is an
R. T. Wells, of 'Murray, Ky., was
Mr. R. L. Reeves, president of the has been endeavor
ing to get across
were sent this morning to the
First National bank, returned last island creek
morning. Taylor has 24 delegates Most of the contracts expire March opposed by Dr. Johnsion Hall, of Louand come past the Fer31
Fourth tiVVIIIUC car barn to be
isville, for junior past head consul.
night from St. Louts where he had guson-Palme
r mills and others on front Fulton county instructed for
used in case that point is atThe Oarpenters' union asks for an WeEsf was elected.
gone to make final arrangements this
side to connect with the First him, while Norman comes with 25
tacked by strike sympathizers.
increase of 5 cents the hour. At
with the architects of the new tenCharles W. Emery, of tbis city,
street tracks, thus completing a belt delegates from Graves.
The 18 dele- present the week, is 35 cents an
This bans has been the center of
story building, to be erected
hour, was opposed by J. H. Brewer, of
at line.
gates from Hickman county are un- $3.50 per day working le hours per Louisville, for head
hostilities. Three cars
Third street and Broadway for the
were
consul, the next
Triecially since the glass
plant instructed and
run on the Second street line
bank. All the details have been com
a split is anticipat- day. The union asks for 4t) cents an office In line. The visitor was elected.
deal
been
has
consummated teat intoday, while 23 mounted police
hour, and the demands sire In the
pleted and the minor chaeges decidOther offices avie sought by varied,
guarded them against possible
ed on by the bank directors have eustrial section of Meettaneceburg
hands of the contractors for consid- ous candidates and in 90111e as
many
been made in the plans. Bids will llearest Island creek has been the
attack. No interference was enMayfield, Ky., March 13.—Twenty- eration. A reply will be received any 55 th.8 candidates were nominated.
land
of
promise,
and
the
two
railbe called for this week by the archicountered but business in the
Dr. C. M. Heveren, of Owensboro,
five delegates from Graves county time before April 1. Carpenters extects. The architects estimate that roads have been quietly bidding for will attend the Democrat
city is absolutely at a stand still.
pect to secure the raise because of was elected over several opponents
ic
senatoria
l
to
the bids will all be received and the the Tighe of way. The Nashville, convention
at Fulton tomorrow and the vast amount of work to be done the office of bead advisor.
contract let within two weeks. The Chattanooga & St. Louts reaches silica vote
SUICIDE
At this juncture a motion was sugfor Hon, S. A. Normase of Graves this ;season.
Newport, Ky., Mardi 13.—
building will be in the course of con- sand deposits near Peryear, Tome county.
The Electrical Work ens ask for the gested to adjourn, but the spelt of
The following delegates
while the Illinois Central reaches a
struction for eight months
Richard Brown, a shipping clerk,
were chosen at a mass convention same scale in effect mow. $3 per ,day the fight was in the Wooduleu and it
deposit near
Kuttawa. There
is
awoke this morning and asked
for the foreman and 42.75 per day was voted down.
yesterday:
considerable hau:Ing i
connection
his wife to die with him. She
First District—J. S. Meacham, J. for linemen. When the heavy conThe office of Head clerk brought
with glass plants.
refused and Mown jumped out
struction work was on, this scale was forth several candidate
S. Oavender.
s, and by
However, Superintendent Hills is
of bed and cut his throat with a
Second
Distriot—Pete
Taylor, agreed on. Most of this work has oterwhelming odds Charles L. Nisaid to have closed the deal yesterrazor, dying almost instantly
been completed and the company Is man, of Louisville, was elected.
Luther Grissom.
He
day and secured the right of way.
Brown imagined he was not
Third District—W. A. Frost, Dr. asked to tnaintaln the tome scale. Is cashier of the
Adams
Express
and the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
working hard enough. He feared
Only the employes of the home Tele- company in Lottisvile and one
J. C.
of the
Louis will extend its tracks from the
he would lose his position.
Fourth District—Dr. W. A. Heed- phone company are In the union.
hardest workers in Woodcraft.
Fergueon-Paime.r mills across Island
cs
ley, J. T. George.
At I:1e o'clock the convention adLouisville, March 13.— (Special)
Painters Ask Ineeteisse.
creek to the new factory. A trestle
TRAINMEN DROWN.
Fifth Distriet—L. B. Anderson, W.
—The main developments in the
The tOinters' union has filed a journed until 2o30 o'clock this afterPittsburg, Mardi 13.—Enginwi:1 be built at considerable expense. S. Cook,
0,'T. George,
de,y'a strike is a conference between
scale with the "bosses" asking for noon when the remaining offices will
eer sell, Fireman Cantwell and
be Vied. it Is probable that a night
Sixth District—Gus Thomas, Bunk an increase of five cents an
committees, representing commercial
hour. At
Brakeman J011118 were drowned
Gardner, H. A. Coulter.
bodies and union men for purpose of A CABINET MEETING IS
present they .are paid 35 cents an !motion will be held before the meetHee morning while their train
HELD THIS AFTERNOON.
Seventh Distriot--,M. E. Seey, Ed hour. Each boss received a
ing is over in order to get trough
bringing differences to arbitration.
copy of
was crossing a bridge spanning
Davis.
The company's attitude is not disthe original scale and has it uniier with the business.
a creek on
the Pennsylventa
closed. Police are more active in
Head Grove Organizes.
Eighth DIletrict—Milt Taylor, Gabe consideration. It is intimated that
Washington, iMarch 13.—It Is berailroad. A heavy rain
had
Head grove, the women's eineliary
suppressing disorder and many ar- lieved President eloosevelk
Pryor.
sonic
difficulty
will
be
met
with In
has called
weakened the bridge, which colrests were made. Loitering is broken a special meeting
May field -Crossland
Ca8 adjusting with' the painters. T'hey, to the Woodmen of the World lodge,
of the cabinet to
lapsed under the weight of the
up. An extra force of 100 is to be consider Rome
matter of grave im- Crossland. W. .1. Webb, W. P. Lee, like carpenters. -will have plenty of organized yesterday afternoon, electtrain. The bodies of the victims
sworn In. Mayor Barth charges strik- port. Whet the
ing the following
officers:
Mrs.
subject is can sienly .7. T. Webb' W. A, Usher, S. II. Croon- work this season.
have not been reovered.
ers with bad faith. The company is be guessed,
George
iscn
d.
Kirkland
Fulton,
,
grand
but in view of a recent
Importing more strike breakers.
guardian; Mrs. 0. B. Maxwell, city,
To Antertain Wasp Officers,
visit of J. Pierpold Morgan and h). H.
AID LAND FRAUD.
Officers of the gunboat Wasp will grand advisor; Mrs. M. C. Rhodes.
Flarritnan there is a rumor of rail- FIREMEN BADLY BURNED
Boise, Idaho, !Sian*
13.— ROONEY HOTS PLAY FOR
Wing& grand banker; Mrs. J. A.
BY FLAMM OF FIRE BOX be
road matters to be discussed. At. 1
entertained while here by the ofWholesale graft in the,arld land
HIGH SCHOOL LIBRAIRS
Meredith, Ashland. grand clerk; Mrs.
Thrown forward toward the furo'clock six of the nine members of
ficers and directors of the Commee
reclamation service of the govBaruett, Cranekville, grand chap:he cabinet had arrived at the white nace door by n sudden application of
ernment is said to have been disteal
club. The boat will rear-a this *1111. and Mee. Mirhael
A concert Is to be given on the
the brakes, W. V. llouse, fireman on
Isomers. city,
house.
covered. Evidenee is now h.
evening of the 27th
in the High
the flrat section of Illinois Central Port about Friday morning, It Is be- !state delegate to the supreme grove.
possession of the department et
school auditorium by the "Rooney
train No. 18R, yesterday morning.had lieved.
The installetien took plata this mornWashington And action, looking
Boys" of Chicago. for the benefit of
his face severely
ing. Mrs. GenevIve Spence organburned
by the
toward a number of indictments,
the nig% school library. Press reflames shooting out of the furnace
ized eleesHeati Grove. anal the regular
Thorfiam Hall, Jr.'
hi anticipated.
ports from the various cities they
door. Just as the frstiget train was
,
hieteete' it was gone through with disTheinee Hall. Jr. the little woo of
have visited Slate that the work is of
entering the tunnel, the euineer aepatch,
•
•
—TUN NEL CAVE-IN.
the highest clone At Christmas in
-genrlitTirmTlfamss IfaIrrSir
./1114 :fiFilleiCifopii;Ig ITO ill'
This morning the fined Grove
Nair Nock, March
1903 they furnished tee pregrara. at
1/1.--(lers
Pumps., Firenute Ilona* who bad morning at the borne of Mrs. Halts transacted routine business after the
man in killed and ten possibly
thg white house *'hen the president
been shoveling coal into the furnace, mother, Mrs M. K, finite on North installation of officers.
Standing
injured In an Avalanche In on'
entertained the ebIldren. Mr. Rooney
was thrown forward and the draft Fourth *treat. He wall Pier days leo everted commitres were appointtoday,
arrhed
from
Orders
Wash-Tenunrilsassits twnnel this mornwrote Prof. Payne today thkt he
mused the flames to *boot out Into old and a beautiful baby. The burial ee and aSalre of the order discusseti
t
ing. Only by the heroic work
'would eve any talented boy !Inger ington, allowing the Paduaah poatof- his face. The
skin was burned off all will be thus afternoon at 4 o'clock at This afternoon the final business will
In fellow lalewens saved 40
or player upon any Instrument a free flee a new carrier, Making thirteen. his
fere, but fortunately his eyes Oak Grove cemetery. The Rev. I).
—Others,. who were dug out,
try out.
The Met eubtelltste gets the place,
C. Wright wilit conduct the Service.
were not Injured' lk
(l'ontinued ea Page Five.)

COUP EXECUTED
BY N. C. & ST .L.

T NATIONAL
PLANS,APPROVED

CONFERENCE TO
SETTLE S111112

ANOTHER CARRIER
'ALLOWED PADUCIVII

e-fltilt- Ai- •
'seis-'
,

SSION
tUNIONS -PREPAREAT CONVENTION i SCALES OF WAGES
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BOARD WITHDRAWS
ITS I*401411101i8

,aees tet Pittiesurg tomoreow,
States gunboat Wasp can
a suitable dock space, where tae
veititti has been tred up. The HarveeHealth Is the First 4,pars4ial Toward Making a
Ile". will get away tomorrow subject
WoraahNi*ractive.
fite$ to the action of the Democratk
AT T II IS KENTUCKY.
party, but to more august authorit)
Vili*rdalack,alaude Leone and coin.
government inspectors Green and St
peas, in repertoire of stall
dard New Superintendent Will be
John. They arrived this morning to
comedies.
inspect the repairs made on the HarGiven Chance
Wednesday - "A Bachelor's Itovester and if passed that towboie
with the 38 empties will leave ThursThursday-"madern Satan."
day. The Harvester has been lying
Shorter Hours Will Be Considered
Friday-"Th.. Christian."
just below the wharfboat.
4
.7 ,
After He Has Expressed HimIf you're
Saturday-(Nlatinee and Night) Charley Koph, day river manager
wed oi beself, Says Leader.
tOmedies.
of the West Kentucky Coal coMpaing c led
Army: if you
ny, wept down to Cairo, this mornwant to be
ing on the Dick Fowler to meet the
Auspicious Return.
Noose attractive,
More auspicious, than their open- IN HONOR OF PROF. J. T. ROSS
Wasp to make preparations for coalhealthier. start
'mist PEPTOL
ing was the. return engagement ining the gunboat while here, if the
sew and will worstituted last night by the Mack-Leona
bid of Ms company is accepted. The
rying. PEF'TOL
company. A large house greeted
Wasp got away tram
Memphis 24
is • food
pure
A
dOeisiOn
has been made by the
and simple-- a coatheir presentation Ef "Sowing the
hours late and probably will not arleader of be schocr board that he
cstatration of
us
Wind", the great English problem
rive in Paducah until Friday foreLIL DA KUGHLER
MISS ELIZABETH WYNN
ciltoicest flesh
will have the board withdraw resoluIslay
of
sex
noon. It is understood that the Wasp
against sex. The piece- is
elements possible.*
tions pertaining to shorter hours in
attractiveliqoseuty
and
• Miss Held* Kuchler, of No, 25,
obtain. it is abeelapowerful in the logical sweep of its
will be in Cairo this afternoon. Al- ne in health. which
is far greater West 15th Street, New York City,
tly guaranteed to irsprogress, and the whole company in- the schools until the new superinready word from
the surrounding than mere regularity of feature.
writes:
crease your weight in OM
tendent has an opportunity to exterpreted the parts intelligently. Mr.
entail stoins indicates that many vismonth or every cent paid
press himself. The resolutions were
A sickly,irritable, and complaining
Mack and Miss Leone as Mr. Brabaitors will come to the city while the
for it will be retemel.
woman always carries a cloud of Dear Mrs. Pinkham:introduced at the last meeting
of
Ask your &wig ihr
zon and Rosamund, respectively, had
Wasp is here, to see the little man-of- depression with her; she is not only
"For months I was ill with an internal
the board and created a great deal of
PEPTOL at sari MR
many opportunities to display
unhappy herself but is a damper to trouble. I suffered terrible agony, was
ar,
re- comment.
dollar for the first supply
They
provide
for
school
irritable, *sidled.all the time. I
nervous,
all
happiness
and
toy
when
with
her
pression and power, and the applause
to the
Roy Broadfoot will go on the John family
took different medicines without benefit.
opening at b:3C o'clock and contintind friends.
,
and curtain call, which greeted their
.1 •
Pinkhtun's Vegetable Compound
Lydia
Pante! Company,
E.
Hopkins as pilot today, in the place
was recommended tind within six months I
efforts, testified to the satisfaction of uing until 1:30 o'clock when dismissFirst Nat. Beak Meg.,
bright,
It
the
healthy,
is
vivacious
of
one
of
regular
the
pilots who is
was completely rtwtorrti to health and I
al is ordered, 20 minutes at noon beadage.
woman who al ways charms and carries want to rsouilialuad it to every suffering
the audience. Mr. Frank Tobin, who
ateesespeseseweesoeseree,e, off. Les. Broadfoot
will continue for sunshine wherever she goes.
ing given for luncheon. A separate
essayed the retie of Ned Annesly,
the present on the Dick Fowler..
resolution, provided for the primary
If a woman finds that her energies
gives great promise as a juvenile
The Reaper with 12 bargee of coal are flagging and that everything tires
Women who are troubled with
department work and hours. Some
man. Corwin Luskmore, who played
in tow from Pittsburg will arrive to- her; if her feminine system fails to paititul or irregular functions, backone hes told the board that out of
perform its allotted duties, there is ache, bloating(or flatulence). displaceFor sale by Kolb Bros.' Drug Co., Lord Petworth, not a fat part, alcourtesy to the incoming superinten- ni"...............seeweeseeeoweesseeeeseesso morrow. The coal is for the West nervousness, sleeplessness, faintness, menta, inflammation or ulceration,
L. S. DuBois, Son & Co., and all lead- ways gives a pleasing impression of
Kentucky
Coal
company
and
the backache, headache, bearing'down that bearing-down feeling, dizziness,
River Stages.
ease in speech and manner. Frank dent, Prof. John Carnagey, the mating drurikists.
Reaper will go back to Pittsburg af- pains, and irregularities, causing Indigcstion, or nervous prostration
ter should be held up pending his ap- Cairo
36.3 0.6 fall
Bernhard, as Mr. Deakin, played an
constant misery and melancholia, may he restored to perfect health and
ter discharging the barges.
proval.
Chattanooga
strength by taking Lydia E.' Pink12.3 0.3 rise
she should remember that Lydia
excellent foil to Mr. Mack. Miss
.William Kirchner arrived from St. Plnkham'
s Vegetable Compound ham's Vegetable Compound,
Cincinnati
41:0 14.7 rise
Honor Prof. Roes.
Cara Reynolds- Smith, as Mrs. Fret.
Louis yesterday to take the place of made from native roots and herbs will
Pupils of the Jefferson school, Evansville
27.4 41.2 rise
well, and Clara Dalton, as Maude
second clerk on the Jee Wheeler. The dispel all these troubles. By correct- Mrs. Plekliam's Invitation to Women.
Florence
8.5 0.5 else
Fretwell, furnished much of the com- Eighth and Harrison streets, yesterWheeler did not get away for Chat- ing the cause of the troeble it cures
where other treatment may have
day afternoon gave an informal en- Johnsonville
It0.4 1.1 fall
edy.
tanooga until today, a side trip to failed.
Women suffering from any form
in honor of the seventy- Louisville
12.7' 3.1 rise
Tonight the company presents for tertainme
of female weakness are invited to
Joppa preventing the departure yesLettuce
etAtitie
'
s 15e
Mt.
Carmel
third
14.1
Elizabeth
Principal
Wynn,
1.9
205
of
Miss
o,
communicate with Mrs.
of
promptly
rise
J.
T.
the first time in Paducah Tim Murterday. Several car loads of freight
Parsnips
5c quart.
8th Avenue, New York City, writes : Pinkharn, at Lynn, Mass. From the
22.6 .0.4 fse.1
phy's "A Bachelor's Romance." This Ross, the veteran school teacher. Nashvitle
were left front lack of space. It is
Turnips
symptoms given, the trouble may be
10c gal.
piece was never presented here by The entertainment began at 3 o'clock Pietsburg-M
located and the quickest and surest
announced now that the steamer Av- Dear Mrs. Pinkham:Sweet potatoes
Sac bu.
Davis
Island Intin-YfihsIng.
and lasted for more than a hour. The
Mr. Murphy.
"For months I suffered with dreadful way of recovery advised. Out of her
alon, has been purchased
Irish potatoes
by
the
80c bu.
headaches, pain in the back and severe vast volume of experience in treating
affair was hurriedly arranged and in St. Louis
16.3 1.6 rise Chattanoo
ga Paeket cemparty and Isemorrhages. I was weak and out of sort) female ills Mrs. Piukham probably
Sassafras
....... tic bunch.
Mt. Vernon
a measure impromptu.
26.3
1.3
*
rise
the time- Lydia E. Pinkhant's Vegetable has the very knowledge that will
all
Spain is the greatest lead producwill be run in the, Paducah trade in
Young onions
2 bundles 5c.
Coinponmi helped me when all other mediPaducah
30.1 0.9 fall place of
The
Program.
ing
country,
and
the
Germany
Joe
ld failed. It wented to be just white help your ease. Her advice is free
cine
Wheeler.
second.
IGreens
The Ava10e bunch.
Song, "America," by the entire
Lneaied and quickly restored my health." and always helpful.
If advice was worth,as mai& as It
lon ran out
Of
this
port
Beets ......e:.--.... 3 bunches 16c
several.
yems
_..
_
_.
-For- the river,,a1--PaducatrrtOrtill:
"ago and is somewhat larger than the
Radishes
2 bunches 16c. lx SnplibPri to be, It would never be
tied falling is forecasted despite the
Song,
"Dancing
in
the
Aisle*,"
as
free
by
as
It
Is.
Chattanooga. The Joe Wheeler will him miss his train. After more simi- the next 24 hours. At Paducah and
Celery
3 bunches 25c
lar parleying, a policeman came Cairo, will continue to fall during
the first grade pupils, Miss Bonds, rains. .80 Inches fell' last night. The run is a short trade
the
Strawberries
ont * of Chatta2 for 25-c
stage this morning vias-,9- lower than
teacher.
nooga. The success of this through along, and the driver jumped up on next 24 to 36hours.
Grape fruit
4 for 25c
1_7
41P
-i-‘;
111111°:
r
his beg, and went fee the station -The Tennessee from Florence
Song, "What Riilein 'reside"- by the Yesterdas. bringing the river down to packet line lute
to
'bean- Chit that * a.
He dos.
wrthont 1110P0 ado. He paid -hinv-thee -theanotrth, will continue to fall dursecond grade, Miss Marie-- Wilecers 30-L Last year on .thie-date the third-boat-Wu to
Oranges
have-F•een added,
2,17fte doz.
stage •was 26. Business at the
teacher.
but It is not definite yet whether it. regular fee and is paying no more ing the next 24 hours.
IAPPles
35c peck
wharf is heavy.
attention to the incident.
Recitation
s,
by
Misses
Mildred
will be.
The Mississippi from below St.
1Chickens
35c to 75c.
If, as expected, the Harvester gets
The Peters Lee will arrive tomor- Louis
Hopson, Camilla Jackson, Elizabeth
The Birmingham
Turkeys
to slightly above Cairo, will
arrived Yester16c lb.
Gleaves and Ladine Emerson.
day from the Tennessee river with a row from Memphis on the up trip to rise during the next 24 hours.
altahlaits
1.5c each
Cincinnati.
Song, by third grade, Miss McKee,
tow of ties.
The Wabash at,. Mt. _Carmel, will
Eggs
15c doz.
The City of Memphis will leave to. rise
teacher.
The
Charles
Butter
during the next 24 to 36 hours.
Turner will leave -Fr!25c lb.
night'on the regular trip to the Tens
Reoltation, by Raymond Shelton:
Barn
day for the Cumberland river after a
17e lb
nesiee river.
"There are many principals in many
tow of ties.
Sausage
PJc lb.
-Some of the newt valuable busiClete= Sartmit Warta, Sim Codu
lands,
After several weeks lay-off for reLard
15 cents each 2 for 25 cents
12 1-2c lb
ness enterprises in town today were
FEARODY & CO
There are .principals who are very
pairs, the Jim Duffy :eft this mornOfficial Forecasts.
Makers of Cleat and 3Ine.reh S h trt•
nterely "plans" and "opportunities" a
Of HI-LO Bakcross.
ing for the Tennessee river after ties.
The
Ohio
at Evansville and Mt. year or so ago-and were advertised
ing
Powder
are
Bat ttere is no principal Eowever
The &retie also cleared tor the Vernon, no material change during as such.
quality and price.
grand,
Tennessee river yesterday after ties.
Like our own dear Mr. Ross.
It is pure, and
The City of Saltine left St. Louis
BOTH PHONES 548.
EXCURSION TO
We shall always love Professor Ross,
has wonderful
last ntght for the Tennessee river and There is only one
And we mean to ever be true,
will arrive here tomorrow morning.
leavening power
To this principal of ours, and the
Hard luck attensis the Buttorff in
and unvarying
dear old flag,
the effort to get hack on schedule
strength. One heapThe red, white and blue."
time. The Buttorff did not arrive unVia Illinois Central Railroad.
ing teaspoonful perSong
by
the third grade and
AND BALANCT:'titr WEEK
till today from Nashville.
B
That is
fourth grade, "We Will Thank Thee
fectly leavens a quart
The John Hopkins had a good trip
Heavenly Father."
of flour.
in the Evansville trade today and carRecitations by Mary Bolton, Win
ried a fair trip out of _this city for
Superior to all in pastry
And
I. Levy and Marguerite Moss.
up-river
points.
and cake baking, yet
a ROUND
MiN3ROMENNIIMMINIMI
Song by the
Misses
Mitchell!'
Labor is plentiful around the Paequally
good
for
biscuit,
TRIP.
1.ntilarly natitest rerptoltes sonsallassa
MOMS.
ducah wharf now. Every morning the Source
waffles, muffins, and
This first, apd original Cold Tablet
Anti the same line east they
Recitations by Misses Ruby Darpickings
is
WAIT
a
PUCKA ti IR with Stark
are
large
for the mates.
griddle cakes.
red
and
letAwring, sad Lairs the signature of
Special Tram Leaves Paducah at 8 a. m.
had with them or their fornell and Winnie Potter.
It is understood that the Dick
mer engagement in Paducah.
3 Conforms with all
Fowler will run over the gunboat
Teachers' Meeting.
Arrives at Si. Louis
p. m.
Wasp just to take the pride out of
Friday afternoon city school teachpure food laws,
era will meet in regular monthly
her before she gets to Paducah. The
BM for Tonight.
State and National.
sessiofi. The subject will be "Logical
Dick Fowler left on time this mornTickets good returning on
Its honest price
and Physiologleal Concept," Prof. J.
ing for Cairo with a good blueness.
all trains up to and including
-a
dime a pound
T. Ross will be the conducto-r. 1PrinThe manager of several towboats
-commends it as
Monday, March 25, 1907.
cleat E. G. Payne, of the High school,
well known in Paducah, had an exthe "economy of
will make a report on the National
perience in a Paducah carriage night
No baggage will be checked
Incorpc
Educational association.
before last that he does not care to
the age." At your
on these tickets, nor will they
Tomorrow morning Dr. H. P.
repeat. While on his way to the stagrocer's.
BIG BARGAIN MATINEE
be good on :,leeping ears.
Sights will address the High school
...110n to catch a night train, the drion the proper care of the body, parver stopped and -asked him for a dolCONTINENTAL BASING
SATURD.t1'.
For further particulars apPOWDLIt COMPANY
ticelarly school children.
lar before he would }Wish the trip.
ply' to
This river man is small of size
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Nsibrillt, Tenn.
Popular Prices
and
PILES
the
critF:n
driver
IN
C
TO
was
14
a
DAYS.
200
pounder.
Never15c, 25c, 35c and 50c.
Complete machine shop.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent, Paducah, Ky.
PAZO OINTMENT is guarenteed to
theless he told the driver he'd have
cure
any
Matinees 10c and 25e.
case
of
Itching,
Blind.
132-124
N.Fourth
R. M. PRATHER, I. 1., Union Depot.
t.
,to whip him before he weal.] get It, 1
Phones.757
Bleeding or Protruding Piles In 6 to
Seats on sale at Box Office.
, and the driver said he would make
14 days or mouey refunded. 50c.

Don't
Despair
About
Your
Weight.

THEATRICAL NOTES

4
06-1-el-r+

Till TIIB FOR
KACHE.
Get from illy prescription
Iltermacy
Fluid Extract Dandelion, onehalf ounce.
Compound Kargon, one ounce.
Compound Syrup Sarsaearilla,
three ounces,
puke well in a bottle and
take a teaspoenful dose after
each meet and\at bedtime.
The above is eonaidered' bY
eminent authority.., the finest
prescription ever written to /*Levi* Backache, Kidney Trouble
and Weak Bladder. This combined mixture should act on the
ceiininative tissues of the Kidneys to filter and strain the uric
acid and other waste matter
from the blood
which causes
Aneumittism.
Being composed entirely of
vegetable ingredients, it is harmless and inexpensive.
Mix some and give It a trial.
It certainly comes highly recommended. It is tlie prescription
of an eminent specialist, whose
entire reputation, it is said, was
established by it.

WOMEN WHO CHARM

RIVER NEWS

e.

TODAY'S MARKETS

tir

TWO
PRLYE
PRINCIPALS

'
F RROW
A

a

CbeKentucky

TO=NIGHT
•

ST. LOU IS

ddi3romo Quinine"

WILLARD MACK Thursday, March 21,1901

Laxative amine Quinines

ot3

MAUDE LEONE

"A BACHELOR'S
ROMANCE"

,Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

1.1?

PRICE)

VETERANS ASK

FOR

PENSIONS

CheKentucky Monday, March 18

Applications Reach 185,000 From
Mexican and Civil War Fighters.

MATINEE AU NIGHT

Washington, March 13.-Commissioner of Pensions Warner stated today that 185,000 applications for
pensions have been filed under the
service pension law enacted during
ihe last month of the session of congreas just closed. The commissioner
estimates that 300,000 applications
will he received tinder the new law,
"Which allows the granting of a pension for service In the Mexican and
Civil wars at the rate of $12 a month
to veterans 62 years of age, $15 to
those 65 and $20 to those who are 70
years of age.'

ROTH PHONES 518.

The DANDY DIXIE MINSTRELS
AND

Cotton Pickers' Band
40

Minstrel

Meister

Singers

40

Best Ail-Star

Negro Minsirel Vaudeville, Song, Dance, Fun Show
Ever Seen.
Singers-Sweet. Dancers-Dandy. l'hunny Phellows. Specialtile. Sensational. Ebony Nestacies, Paragon Paraders, Merry Minstrels, Plantation Pattie:ma. Distinguished Dixie Darkies.
The Band and a "F-o-w-1 Deed.
()traction VoeIckel & Nolan, the "Barnum & Bailey" of Real Negro
Minntrelay.

BARGAIN MATINEE 25c TO ALL
Night Prices-25c, 45c, 50e and
_
Entire Balcony Reserved for Colotkd Patrons
Seats on Sale Saturday.

•

County Medical Society.
TAret night a av.rge \attenaanioe was
present at the weekly mooting of the
McCracken Orninty Medical society in
Or. Vernon Blythe's 'Mikes and
It
proved to be one of the most interesting meetings this winter.
Lar Carl M Sears lectured on the
Abeert. lilt subleof. Was- "Endocardi
Cs, Perioardittis end Myooarditis."
Next Tneedal, night the sodedY
will meet watt1 Dr. Horse* T. Rivers
She will lecture on "Heart Lesion's."

Women
Weary
With
Work
wRrne us ritFiLy
and frankly, in strictest steridence. teIliig III
your
troubles, and_etating your age. We will send you
.num ADVICE, In plain sealed envelope, and. valuable ts'.-Vtite bet& on "liatartireatusaiseisadhieeserest.-Address: Ladies' Advisory fteparblent, The
Chattanooga Maturity Co., Chattanouga, Fenn,
ass

tlet.

Working Women
and girls who are worn out with the toil of daily work, find
in Wine
of Cardui eremedy that will assuage.their pains, build up their
nerves,
restore their appetites and strengthen their weary bodies. No
women
suffer so generally from the diseases peculiar to their sex,
as those
who weaken their system with over-work, be it at office, store,
or home.
To such over-worked women

WINE

cARDul
.

Woman's
,lielief
•
•
•

comas as a boon and a blessing, as la proved by Its. wonderful success,
for the past SO
years, in the treatment of Ieraale diseases. "I- cannbt recommend
Cardui toe highly,"
writes Mrs Nellie French, of Batavia,0 -I had been bdthered with
pains In my back,
and would nearly die with the headache every month. I took 3 bottles
of Cardut and it
eased away all pain. I have recommended Cardin to
many.of my friends." It Is safe,
_ !!211:11111P111CatUlaz. and_sthstolutoky tallahla--.C•oodttor young sad old. Try it.

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

1

7

_
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DR. T. FELIX GOURAUG'S
ORIENTAL TOILET POWDER
An ideal, antiseptic toilet powder for infants
Is.nd adults.
Thbsla an exquisitely perfumed, •nliseptic toilet p wder. It
a
howaehold necessity for the nursery and toilet. le keeps the cornP:exiou clear and Preserves the velvety testi re of youth. It should
be used I eely after bithi•g, uvieg a delightful aud telreshing effect.
•
Prepared by

The Parents of
Abraham Lincoln

OUR SPECIAL BOOK AND MUSIC SALEIS NOW ON

BY 1DA M. TAItliELL.

Here Are Some of the (itIOLI

g-c---c-c<veclethefikeeec

300 Popular Songs and Instrumental

300 Copy Right Songs and Instrumentals,

Hits
all good
15c 9 for 25c
Among t h e'
.9c
i tticky pioneer, a man of honorable
Ferd T. Hopitins, N.Y. City. Proprietor of
many wrongs of and welleestabashed lineage who had
300 Standard and Classical Soligs and
Pieces, Good Mr sic, a little old,
300
GOURAUD'S ORIENTAL CREAM,
history — and:come from Virginia as a friend of
Instrumentals
worth 25e, for
15c 2 for 25c
4C
they are legioniDaniel Boone. and had there bought
For sale by W. B. McPherson, Paducah, K
--Hoe is nonei,large -tries of land and begun to,
Don't be slow, BUT GET IN ON TH1S. it is a gOO-thing. We can't tell all our special offerings.
in our Amen- grow up with the country, where be
can chapter at was killed by the Indians. He left a
least which is large family. By the law of Kentucky
maisurement and not an accurate
graver
than the estate went mainly to the oldest Mow
eatement of the actual excavatlion
that which has son, and the youstgest, Thomas Linfrom the cut.
been done the coin, was left to shift for himself.
It is welt known and simply seen,
Ida 11, Tarbell.
parents,
a n d This youngest son grew to manhood, ard Berry, the uncle of the little girl
'if the amount of earth excavated is
TENDENCY OF 311SI.EADING RE- meaeured by the number of ears used particularly the mother, of Abraham and on June 10, 1506, was married, recognized in the wilt esafa Joseph
Hanks. Here, then
was the chain
PORTS FROM PANAMA.
In carrying it sway, the total cubic Lincoln. Of course, I refer to the at Beech:arid, Kentucky l to a young
complete.
The
marriage
bond and
widespread
tradition
that Lincoln woman of a family well known in
yards will rapidly multiply, but this
marriage returns riot only showed
was
born
of
that
class
known
in
the
vicinia:,
the
Nancy
Hanks.
There
is
mateuremept is of loose diet in parsouth as "poor whites." that his no doubt waatever about the time that Nancy Hanks and Thomas LinArmy Engineers Conceive Ilialx)lical tially filled cars, and does not reprefather
was not Thomas Lincoln, as and the pace of their marriage. All coln were ma-cried three years before
-,ent
the actual amount of solid earth
l'iOt to Belittle Their Own
his
biographers
insist 'on declaring, the legal documents required in Ken- the birth of Abraham Lincoln, thus
and rock taken from the cut.
Efforts.
but
a
rich
and
cultured
planter of an- tacky at that period for a marriage setting forever at rest the story of
Contractors and engineers say that
other
state
than
Kentucky, and that are in existence. Not only have we Lincoln's illigitimacy, but they showIt takes a comae of weeks to deterhis
mother
not
only
gave a fatherless the bond and the certificate, but the ed that this Nancy Hanks was the'
mire how much has been retrieved
boy
to
the
Washington, March 1-3.—In
world,
but
herself was a marriage is duly entered in a list of one named in the will. The suspias- aom an exervation. Mr. Stevens' re.
suming charge of the Panama coral, ports, however, %ay* been coming in nameless child. The tradition has marriage returns made by Jesse cion in regard to the origin by this
1.1eta. Oel, George W. Geethals has alneeet before the end of the month, always lacked particularity. For in- Head, one of the best known early coin's mother was removed by this
stance, there has been large differ- Methodist ministers of Kentucky. It discovery of the will, for the recogrot only taken over a difficult job, so it was impossible for him
to take
ence of opinion about the planter Is now to be seen in the records of nition of any one as ilris child by a
from the viewpoint of an engineer hie measurements in the cut.
who fathered Abraham, who he was Washington county, Kentucky. There man in his will is considered by the
and builder, but he has a:ready en314 Broadway.
and
where he came from. One story Is even it existence a very full and lew as shflicient proof of oternity.
esitintered other
difficulties
which
- SADDLERY COMPANY.
sort
Now
of
what
were
peor:e
calls'
him
Enloe, another Calhoun, amusing account of the wedding and
would toad to make his work harder.
another Hardin, and several different the fanfare which followed
by a Thomas Lincein add Nancy Hanks?
There appeared among chrik engineers
Site Found by Commercial Club of states claim him.
.Only five years guest who was present, and who for It has been inferred by these wile
• a decided animus against the army
Cairo.
ago a book was published in North years after was aecustomed to visit have made no investigation of Thommen, to whom the entire work of conCarolina to prove" that Lincoln's Thomas and Nancy.
This 43guest, as lincola's life that Nancy Hnnics
strectiag the great waterway has
Cairo, Ill. March 13.- --A very im- father was a resident of
Christopber
that
state.'
Columbus
Graham, a made a very psor choice of ;1 hiesbeen given.
portant meeting of the Commercial
bated-. The facts do not entirely war
It is not at all unlikely, in the opincub was held yesterday itafternoon
rant this theory. Thomas lancoln
ion of officials here, that other civil
at wiaich a site for the new- saddlery
Med- been forced form his boyhood to
engineers on the isthmus will fcalow
faetory first told of in the aulletin
shift
for him -elf in a young and unthe feoisteps of Chief Engineer Stevof last Wednesday was decided upon.
developed country. He is known to
ens, whose restmiation will take efAo option was taken lay the club
have been a man wtrosin spite of this
.- feet as soon tars Col. Goethals arrives
on three lots owned by Otrarles Ian_wanderlaz aife eontraoted
no lead
---4e--Proseas, vat* fanrtitt,fixes
caster locetted at Seventeenth street
habits. He was temperate and honwith the work.
and Commercial avenue, and the
est. and his name is recorded in more
Even Mr. Stevens, in whom the ad- Commercial
club voted to raise the re:
than one place In the records of
mlnisteatIon has great confidence,
qutred AIM to purchase the lots. The
Kentucky.
He wee a church-gear,
has placed obstaeles artathe- way--,of
eciattiet WINI•ba dosed with the Sadand. He tradition _Mai Ase,_ detleved.._ _a
+Ire In tyAlftell of 00& floethatti:-dery company when the lots
stout defender of his peculiar reltgthe lest three months Mr. Stevens has
deeded for the purpose.
ious views. He held advanced ideas'
cabled the war department glowing
The company will erect a fourof what was already an important
reports of the amount of oceavation
story brick building 54/x10,0 feet facpublic question
in Kentucky, the
In the Culebra cat. His- figures; have ing
Commoreise avenue for the sadright to hold negeoto as slaves. One
increased. from month to month by
dlery factory and a small building in
of his old friends has said at him
the hundred thousand cubic yards. In the
rear which will be utilized- as a
wife, Murry Hanks, thee
and his
one report he prectieted that 1,000,solar factory.
they wise "just steeped- full of milita0 ruble yards would be taken out
The Saddlery company, which
it
ir-ters about the wrongs a slavery and
during the month of June.
will be remembered, is a Paducah
the rights of men, as explained by
THE 1,4SG CABIN IN WHICH 1,1N4`01.N \VAS HORN.
In these reports the ermy engineers
eon:am welch will remove to this
Thomas Jefferson and Themes Paine"
see efforts to make their work more city,
is under corenart to employ not
These facts show that he must have
dtlflcult. The monthly reports have
The
bulk
of
the
offered
testimony
in
unique
trustworthy
perfectly
and
less • than thirty ski:led
operators
come to Washington promptly at the
this instance came from men and man, a prominent citizen of Lewis!, been a man of !lone. natural
continuously for five years and probIfe had a trade end- owned a
end of each month. For mat-ante, at
ably will employ from 50 to 76 men women who had been born long after vile, died only a few fears ago.
farm.
the end of February. Mir. Stevens telAbraham Lincoln, had never seen
But while these documents dispose
at the start. They
will increase
That the two people who endirred
him, and never heard the tale they effectually of
egraphed that in twenty-three work- their help as
the question of the fts hardships and'
the bustnees develops.
made in spite of
ing days 638,0-14 cubic yeads had
repeated until long after his election parentage of Lincolu, they do
not, of them a home Were
a troy could- con
to Inc presidency. Of the truth of course, clear
been teaeillefrom the big. cut. This
up the shadow which etc-lye
DKMANDS CASH LOST AT POKER. these
and
nourish
suet
ideate end
statements as to Lincoln's hangs over the parentage of his
was very pleasing and satisfactory,
Stacy-Adams, Nettleton and Barry Oxfords
enthusiasms as bemired Abrabani Lin
origin no proof has ever been pro- mother. Is there anything
except for the fact that it WWI ear
have
arrived and are now ready to show. The
show
to
Indianapolis Man May Sue for Leases duced.
They were rumors, diligently that Nancy Hanks herself was of as eoln from his early years sthou'd have
lasts this spring are very shapely and distinIn "Gentleman's Game."
their
„names
darkened
by
marinaded'
spread In the first place by those clear and, clean lideage as her husWHAT THE KlpNEYS DO.
guished—though not a single point of comfort has
who for political purposes were glad band? There had been nothing what suspicions is a crust injustice against
Indianapalis, Ind., March 13.—
been sacrificed to make them so. The wear
which
honest
every
and
patriotic
in
to belittle a political opponent. They ever until, a few tears ago,
Their Unceasing Work Keeps Us
through
Several business men of this city who grew
American
ougat
face.
to
set
If
his
them,
too, just as it has always been; we ha-we not
with
telling, and, curiously Lie efforts of Mrs. Caroline Hanks
Strong and Healthy.
occasionally sit in a "gentleman's" enough, two
of Linco:n's best friends Hitchcock, of Cambridge, Mass., who in carrying out the noble eroject of
allowed the soaring leather market to cut down
game of poker were notified today heltied
perpetuate them — Messrs. had in preparation the genealogy of making a National Park of the Kenthe quality.
All the blood in the body passes that Willard S. Wkkarld had placed
Lemon and Herndon—both of whom the Hanks farnia• in America, a little tucky term where ThomasLincoln and
through the kidneys once every three claims against thorn in the hands of
Many of Paducah's most particular dressers
wrote lives of the president which volume was published, showing what Nancy Hanks made their fleet hone
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood: ex-Judge Bartholomew, a lawyer, for
have
worn one or the other of these three makes
the
more
directors
nothing
tam
do
are of great interest and value. But she had
established
In regard to
They work night and- day.
When the recovery of money lost in the
for years. The same considerations of style, comneither of these men was a student, Nancy Hanks. Mrs. Hitchcock had to set -forth the facts of the parbealtby they remove about 5410 grains games.
and they did not take the'trouble to bsgun at the far end of the line—the estage of Abraham Lincoln they will
fort and price which influenced them will interest
an,of impure matter daily, when
The letters of riotalcation were sent ,look for records of Mr. Lincoln's
justrfy their undertaking.
you also. Stop in tomorrow and see the new shapes.
one
arrival
Benjamin
of
Hanks
in
healthy some. part of this impure out from Bartholomew's office, and
birth. They accepted rumors and Massachusetts in 1699.
matter Is left in the blood. This state that he has the checks given by
Health in the Canal Zone.
enlarged upon them. Indeed, It was
Stay-Mann low Cuts S5 and St. Nettleton Low Cots $5 to L7
She discovered that one of his sons
brings on many diseases and symp- Wickard in payment of the gambling
The high wages paid make it a
not until perhaps twenty-five years
William, moved to Virginia, and that
Barry Low Cuts 13.50.
terns-- pain in the hack, headache, debts, and unless the money is remighty temptation to our young arago that the matter was taken up
in the latter part of the eighteenth
nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheuma- funde-d he will bring snit at once for
tisans
ter
of
skilled
force
join
the
seriously and an investigation begun.
century his children formed
in workmen
tism, gout, gravel, disorders of the Its recovery.
needed to construct the
This has been going on at Intervale
Amelia 'county of that state a large
eyesight and hearing, dizziness, irPanama Canal. Many are rAtrainect
Wickard was indicted with State ever since, until I venture to say that
regular heart, debility, drowsiness, Auditer Sherrak some mon-th-s ago in few persons horn in a pioneer corn- settlement. All the records of these however -by the fear of fevers and
families she found in the Hall of
dropsy, deposits in the urine, etc. eonnection'-with deals with the audi- triunity, as Lincoln was,
malaria. It is the knowing ones—
and as early
Records in Richmond. ViYhen the miBut if you keep the filters right you tor by which he' secirred a Same sum as 1800, have their
those who have used Electric Bitters,
lineage on both gration into Kentucky
began, late in
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DRAWING TO END
IS THAW'S TRIAL

Be Early...

We would suggest, sir, that you
select your Spring Suit early. The
choicest patterns are always found
at the opening of the season when
stocks are unbroken.
It will soon be a case of resurrecting something from the garret
or closet or coming out in a Spring
Suit. We have an almott unlimited
variety of choice, new, stylish and
handsome garments.

They Are Masterpieces
of Suit Making

A,

We Carry the

UNION STORE CARD

323
Broadway

0-

DESBERGER'S

GRAlivir

EADER

Rf"i1

323
Broadway
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1

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Olauber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of haulin
g,

TELEPHONE 499

4

The
New Store's
Children's
Department

I

Are You Loolling
for a Servant?

1

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE COil loci

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Third and Broadway

•1161* •
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Clinton to visit friends and relatives. lie,44,4444#4.4
44e,e
Miss Thelma Smith, of Cairo, end
Miss Jessie Henson, of Jonesboro,
Ark,, are visiting in the city.
Mrs. J. H. Hall, of Cairo, has re- ,
turned home after visiting relatives ON11"triii+
++
.
1r-i-Mni
Mies Carnagey Popular at Home. here.
Circuit (nun.
Mrs. Kate Ely has returned to
The "Warpath," a series of well
Hattie Smith filed suit against C.
arranged attractions given at the her home at Clay Switch, after visit- W.
Smith for divorce, alleging abanHigh wheel building by the stu- ing Mrs. Jesse Gilbert.
donment. They were =need July,
Miss
Dorothy
Hormel
is
visiting
dents. Friday night, for the benefit
1904, end separated January, 1906.
of the oratorical. Autocrat and Mrs. Clay Lemon of Mayfield.
The plaintiff asks the restoration of
Messrs. Robert 13. Phillips and
athletic funds, was welt attended and
'her maiden name, Hattie Bell.
to the students a most gratifying Henry Rudy will return tomorrow
Thompson ,Wilson and company
financial success, says the Nobleeville from New York.
against W. C. Standford and others,
Samuel D. Thompson has returned
I I
Daily Ledger. The large assemtey
$300, a note.
room was comfortably filled. Along to his school at Memphis.
Litchfield Lamp company against
Mr. Willis Morgan, former policethe "Warpath" were plenty of places
Cora Peal, doing business under the
man
and coal dealer, is out after a
to spend your money, the attractions
name of the Paducah Pharmacy comlingering
illness.
He has been in the
ineludrisig the cobweb room where you
pany, $62.40, a note.
wound- your line and got your reward, country for more than a year and
A. Gs Owsley against
the Globe
recently
recovere
d
sufficiently
to
the shooting gallery, illustrated sctngs
Bank & Trust company and W. B.
come to town and is once again healand the nestle cave. In the :atter
Smith for $2,000. Owsley alleges
thy and strong.
place Ben Chrestian, operated
that on April 25, 1903, he had on
the
County Clerk Hiram Smedley and
views with the skill of a veteran, and
deposit $2,000 in the bank
with
wife have returned from St. Louis.
miss Mary Fisher and Lewis PeteW. P. Smith then vice-president and
Mrs. Smedley underwent a successful
John sang. The principal} feature of
manager; that Smith converted the
operation two weeks ago.She Is much
the evening was a splendid presentamoney to his own use illegally, the
improved.
tion of the one act ludicrous sketch
bank knowing of the matter.
James Wilhelm has gone to Shelentitled, "The Mouse Trap." A large
W. M. Oliver against A. G. Owsbyville to attend a meeting of the
stage was erected along the entire
ley, W. B. Smith and C. T. Murphy,
state board of directors of the Maside-of the assembly room. The parfor $1,900 alleged due as his share
sonic Home for the Infirm members
in a land transaction near Vine Grove.
ticipants acquitted themsehves credit,
(Concluded from First Page.)
of the order.
ably, the amusing situation plea:sing
Mrs. Emma Rehkopf Is ill of grip,
--For Dr. Pendley, ring 41e.
the audience immensely. Much inDeeds Flied.
laryngitis, at her home at Fifth and
-For Copelaud's stable phone 100 be wound up and adjournment orderterest
John and Mollie Lee to Icon Parwas
manifested 'in the contest Monroe
ed.
The
session
been
has
a
pleases:it
streets.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath,
404)Se
ham, property in the county, $1,000.
one, and the next meeting pace will to choose the most popular young
Mrs. J. A. Reding left today for
Broadway. Phone 19e.
lady. This was decided by voting,
Richard and Edward Terrell to
be
the
same
selected
by
the
Nashville
Head
to visit friends.
-Drink Belvedere, the master
Mary
each
Lagomarsino, property in Founvote
costing
a
penny.
Miss
Camp
W. 0. W.
Mr. W. T. Reid returned last evenbrew.
Min -park addition, $209.
Mary Fieher and Miss Marguerite Car
Banquet
Tendered
ing
.
from
South
Union, Ky., where he
-The United States civil service
L. A. Lagomarsino to Mary LegoLeet night at the Woodmen of the stages' were the leaders in the contest, was called by the death of his father,
commission announcrs examinations
marsino property near
was
a
It
neck
anti neck race between the Rev. M. E. Reid,
Nineteenth
World
bell
over
the
Star
laundry
on
of that place.
in this district for the following posiand Madison streets, $1 and other
these girls for several hundred votes.
Mr, Lark Bradley, of Arksville,
tions: Magazine attendant, teamster North Fourth street, the ladies circonsiderations.
Then the Itanniersic boys began vot- Tenn.,
is visiting in this city, en
and electrotyper's helper (floor hand) cles constened in tendering the visitGeorge W. Brown and others to
'leg
at
s
lively
rate
for
Miss
ing
CarWoodmen of the World
route from Mayfield to 'her homer'
what
April 10.
Mrs. Laura Nellie, property on
nitgey, who won the contest with
proved
tobe
Dr.
one
R.
of
the
Creason,
H.
biggest
-Uprieht pianos from
and
of Mayfield.
54) to
Plunkett street, $250.
Mies Fisher was not was In Paducah yesterday
- 1u] banquets ever given 1,7441 votee.
$24),(1, to reduce pu r stelek
.
ightly most success
very
far
behind.. Miss Carnagey was
Paducah. The table accommodated
J. D. Higgins and son Joseph, of
used pianos we make these offers.
In Bankruptcy.
presented with a handsome engraved Hopkinsville,
are in the city.
W.T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway. 84 at a sitting, and it required six
Mr.
Yesterday at 'La Center E. W. Bagsouvenir spoon.
sittings
Higgins
to
is
serve
a
delegate
present.
all
to
The
ban-The Willing Worlisrs' soviet), of
the state W.
by, referee in bankruptcy, held an ex0. W. meeting.
the Evangelical church all) meet on quet was begun sifter au address by
aminatio
n of W. D. Melton, bankMiss Oarnagey is the only daughMr. and Mrs. W. H. McKinney and
Theredey afternoon with Mrs. Rosa Hon. D. A. Crose and a pretty public
rupt.. and F. G. Rudolph, of Paducah,
ter
of
Prod..).
Carnragey
A.
,
recent}
little daughter, Thelma, of near 'Pa-1
drill'by the degree team of Evergreen
Kolb, 1806 Broad, street
FOR • RENT- Neatly furnished
was elected trustee
with bond of l5.elected superintendent of the Padu- ducah have returned
circle.
home after a
rooms, modern conveniences, 620.
-Wedding invitations, announce,00,0. The assets of the bankrupt
cah public schools.
pleasant
visit to relatives in the city.
Car Ride Over City.
North Sixth Street.
ments . and every character of enamount to a little More than the as-Daily Kentucky New Era.
The car ride over the city_to_ylsiti
graved work is given careful., personsets,
FOR SALE-Furniture and bedbut a great number of debts
(Wholle-Ileading
Mr. -Robiou Johnson, formerly tit
lag Woodmen of the World was enal attention at the Sun job office.
ding
.eteee
for 15 rooms. Also lease oa
secured
by
'liens.
The-Catholic Reading Circle held the-tItterback Advertising Agency.
-Fire company No. 4 was called joyed yesterday afterntxm. At the As regular
house. Will trade for good horses.
Police
Court.
monthly
will
meeting
today go to Chattanooga, Tenn.,
last eveEAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
to the residence of Jack Ocee, 717 last moment it was decided to utilize ning with
Address H., care Sun.
J. W. Bryant, was dismissed of a
Mrs. John ,McCreery, 508 to accept a position with the Stoops
South, -Eleventh street, at e0 o'clock the time given by adieurnment at Harahan
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicycharge
FOR RENT-Furnished room for
of
being
drunk
boulevar
agency.
and
d.
The books
fined $25
this morriting.
atapio was set on 2:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon un- lotted for the month's reading aland 10 days In jail for "toting" a cles, 426-328 South Third street.
one or two gentlemen. Meals can be
were
Col.
Dick
Sutherla
nd, fire end' pofire by children. The roof with hay til this morning. The oar was packed discussed
plied. Other cases: 0. Beasley, colWANTED-Table, boarders, 212 had within three doors. Apply 624
. The books of the circle lice commissioner, is ill
of grip and
and feed was destroyed. The damage ame.the visitors wore taken over the are
ored, breach of peace, $10 and costs; South Fourth street, old phone 2122. Husbands street. OM phone 2070.
standard
works
of
Catholic
literunable
to
be on duty at the Illinois
city. Many favorable comments were
Is slight.
William Albritton, colored, malicious ature that are being studied.
SEND your clothes to the FaultWANTILD--Oirl to work in res°entrain shops.
hexed on Nettie:eh, her size and precutting, continued; Henry Skelton, taurant. -Call
--Globe-Wernicke filing cases and
Pressing club, 3021,4 Broadway.
less
Kentucky
avenue.
217
gress. Much praise was given the
Mr. Rol Webb, formerly of Padu- colored,
tie supplies for them; ekso the beet
two charges of petit larceny,
P. D. C. Club.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring High & Browder, proprietors. Rota
traction company for the excellent
cah, Is in the city today en route to continue
line of carbons. A full line of blank
d; Robert McGee, colored,obphones 1507.
Miss Corinne Winstead will enter437 F. Levin.
tracks and perfect service.
Eastern Kentucky. Ile has just re- taining
books and all kinde of office supplies.
money by false pretenses,
tain the P. b. C. club on Saturday afNOTICE-Parties wanting dirt to.
turned
from
Notes,
Cairo after attending continued; Blank
FOR RENT- Two nice front
Telephone orders promptly fibied. Old
Fisher, disorderly
ternoon at her home on Washington
fill lots call office or see foreman in
the
funeral
of
his
brother.
Mr.
rooms
Ed
Next
year
with board, 317 N. 7th St.
Junior Past Head Oen.- street.
conduct, continued.
phone 4416. R: rD. Clemente & Cro. .
charge of ltork, Twelfth and Broad-Webb who died Hake Saturday at
WANTED-An experienced sales- way.
County Court.
-You know your nailing cards sul Rainy T. Webls, of Murray, will
Thomas Bridges' Sons, contracSt.
Mary's
hospital,
of
blood
poisonstep
down
and out, and. will be sucR. P. Morris wee this afternoon lady at Noah's Ark Variety Store.
are correct when they come from the
Mr. J. E. liaker has returned from ing.
tor
appointed administrator of the esSun office. Script cards and plate, ceeded by Head Oonsul J. H. Brewer, a several days'
FOR SALE-barred
Plymouth
visit to his mother in
Mrs. James Weille
POSITION WANTED- By young
this after- tate of Lillie G Bozeman.
$1.5le a hundred; the OldeEnglish at of .Loutsville. It was necessary to Eddyville. Mrs.
Neck eggs, $1 per 15. Phone 144,0.
Baker will remain in noon
man age 23. Have had experience in
be removed
elect the former because this is the
from
Riverside
13.08.
Inddyville until Thursday.
CLOTHES cleaned and repaired. all
hospital to her residence in the Matkinds of clerical work. Can furfirst. year. Hereafter the office wie
Civics Committee meeting.
Mr. Charles A. Tanner.of Winches-Belvedere beer is a home proJas.
Duffy, Phone 956-a.
til-Efinge
nish
r
ambulanc
best ctut reference. Address M,
e.
She
filled
recoveris
by
be
greclua:
promotio
n.
The civics committee of the Womduct. Remember that.
ter, is here attending the Head camp
OVERST
REET,
the
palutsir.
New
ing
'care
after
Sun.
an
attack
appendici
of
tis.
Pedestrians on the street looked up meeting
an's club met tills morning with Miss
of the Woodmen of the
-The ftrst excavate:en forIa clog- in
phone 1025, old phone 975:
Mr. James W. Brogan, of New Adine
wonder towards the Red Men's World.
LOST-Diamond and pearl brooch
Morton, 612 Broadway. A disged sanitary MrPalarre city hall
York
FOR RENT-Third floor over on
City,
is
visiting
his
mother.M
hall when loud peals of epplause
rs. cussion of plans the
street between Fifth and BroadMessrs. Edward Toot and Henry
committee has
struck the right pipe, but too far
Margarette Brogan, of West Trimble
marks the election of some officer. Leake
outlined occupied the session. Owing Frank Just's barber shop. 117 N. 4th way and 815 Jefferson street. Finder
are
at
May-field
attending
away to dislodge the obstruction.
cir- street.
tele one of the most enthusiastic cuit
to the inclement morning the attend- St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
return to Loeb -SS Bloom's office, on
court as witnesses.
Yesterday a block of pavement was
FOR SALE-Buff Plymouth mei N. Second street, and receive liberal
consrentions over held in Paducah.
ance
was small, The civic department
Mr.
John
Lander,
of
Calvert
City,
torn up and another hoe dug.
HOME MISSIONS.
Mr. Delos B. Rogers, the well was here yesterday
already has Committees at. active eggs, 503 cents per dozen. John C. reward.
on business. He
-If you haven't time to go home known Louisville attorney,
Harris_ Old phone 597 ,ring 5.
work, and -will appoint more.
was prom- Is just up from a week's sickness
The
FOR SALE-What is generally
Will Re Subject of Big Methodist desire
for dinner try Whitehead's 25c din- inently mentioned
for junior past with grip.
is not to do anything radical.
WANTED
--A
houseboa
good
t.
conceded
to be one of the prettiest
ner, 215 Broadway.
Meeting in Paducah.
head consul. bnt would not permit
but to work along conseravtlee lines Must
Mrs. John W. Landrum. of Maybe in good condition. Address and most substantial frame residences
The Home Mission Society of the and
-The W. C. T. U. will hold a hie name to go before
in conjunction with the launice R. R., the Sun.
the conventi
field, passed through the city }esterin Paducah. Seven rooms, bath, toiBroadway
mothers' meeting tomorrow afternoon The Louisville delegatio
Methodist church
met pal authorities. It Is hoped
n could
av en route to Louisville to visit relto have a
let, hot air furnace, large basement,
Monday afternoon and elected the
at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Em- be gotten together
SALE-L
FOR
draft
arge
horse.
lecture on some phase of civic work
solid enough
following to represent it at the apGeorge Skelton, 817 South Fifth 66 foot lot, nice large stable, concrete
ma Byrd, 1,043 Trimble street. Mrs. put In a Louisville man,
at a near date.
Miss Nellie Davis has returned proachin
walks, hardwood floors, painted walls.
annual
g
street.
meeting
Pearl Norvell, superintendent.
Phone e281.
of
Home
One conspicuous fact in the orga
from a several months' visit to her
large porches and an attic, located
2
Mission
societies
of the Memphis
-City subscribers to.
FOR SALE-Orient Buckboard
..Sit Daily, !zing of the camp is that each cam
Fish Elected A M. P. Director.
win. Mrs. Bertha Ellis, of Neva'
in one of the most desirable parts of
conference which will convene the
Sun who wish the delTverof their fights the Other for honor*.
St. Louis, March
Dr. Samuel
DmiJs,
Stuyvesant automobile.
• da, Mo.
the city.
26-29 of this month at the Trimble
An ideal home in every
papers stopped must notify our colFulton boasts of the biggest single
Fish, former president of the Illinois Cairo, Ill.
0. C. hasher, of Smithiand, is in
partScular. A itood invert mete for
Street Methodist church: Mrs. J. K.
lectors or make their requests di- ramp In the state, havingilearly
Central, was today elected a director
500 the city on business.
FOR RENT--Front room ,with or 96.2.50. Address A. X.
Greer.. delegate: Mrs. E. R. Cun- of the Missouri
Y., care The
rect to Tns Sun office. No attention members.
Pacific road at the without board, 421 South Sixth. Old
Mrs. Kate S. Milam and
Miss
Sun.
ningham. alternate; Mrs. Charles annual
will be pall to mach orders when
stockholders meeting. Fish phone 1949.
Mary Starr have returned from San
Johnson, platform courtesies; Mrs. was
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Joan Fernan, of the towboat
elected to succeed James Hazen
' Sco- Antonio, Tex., where they spent the
-WANTED-$3,000 on real 'estate
F. M. McGlathery, member of Infor-Drink Belvedere the Paducah tia, bruised his leg
QUINCY WALLACE
Hyde.
while working winter.
In Paducah. Address L. A. B.. P. 0.
mation
committe
e:
All
the
bete%
societies
around the boat, and blood poison
Mrs. Louis P. Head and children
Hog, 673,Xity.
of the Memphis conference are preElected to Position of Honor by I. C.
&-Prayer service at the First Pres- has developed. lie_ ts in Riverside
have arrived from Eddyville to join
paring to send delegates to the meetONE nice front room furnished for
bylerlaa churgh, at 7:30 sharp, to- hospital as a marine patient
C,armen.
and will Mr. Head.
ing at Paducah. The auxiliary at
rent. Bath and all modern conveninight (Wednesday). Every member recover. •
Miss Nellie Barry left yesterday for
Mayfield has elected Mrs. John
ences. Apply 918 Broadwa
is urgently requested to be present.
1111r., Quincey Wallace, the popular
F.
y. _
Blalock, delegate and
Mrs. Tom
yoottr orders for wedding
WANTED - Unfurniehed room. Illinois Ventral car and
caboose
George, alternate. Teo of the conferInvitationat home.
Must be close to market. Address E. builder, has been unanimously elected
The Sun is
ence officers are, also. from Mayfield:
showing as greet an assortment as
a delegate to the biennial convention
M., Box No. 284S, city.
Mrs. D. M. Patterson and Mrs. J. C.
you will find anywhere at
of Railway Carmen of the United
prices
FOR SALE-Four room houseelot
Speight. Mrs. Sue F. Mooney, whose
mach lower than you will . have to
States. The convention win be held
40x165 feet, on South Fourth near
'husband Was formerly a pastor of the
pay elsewhere.
-In Chicago September 10, to east sevTennessee street. Liberal terms. 13.
Third Street Methodist church, is eh.
-We rre prepared to repair as
eral days. This is one of the greatA. Hill, tele'ph'one 964.
conference president; Mrs. J. H. Robwell as repaint and refit your carest honors prissfble for the local' lodge
erts, of Jackson, Tenn., a former PaGENERAL repalr shop of clocks. to confer upon a member, auti was
riages. All work done promptly, and
en'
ducahan, is another conference offiumbrellas, etc. Starr & Bell. Ninth g-reatly appreciated by Mr. Waliece.
satisfaielon guaranteed. Phone old.
cer. There will he a large representand. Trimble. New phone 1110. Give
401, Sexton Sign
Mr. Wallare, who is secretary of
Works, Sixteenth
If•
ation, and a moat Interesting session
its a call.
and Madison.
the joint protective board BrotherIs anticipated. It is expected that the
--Mr. J. L. Burradele the wellFOR RENT-to smalrfamile, two hood of Railway Firemen, of the 1111 Rev. John M. Moore, D. D., assistant
known clothing salesman, formerly
nice large rooms, thrree percales, water reels Centre& was called to Jackets'.
editor of the Nashville Christian Ad:,:•••••
with Louie Levy, has resigned and
624 Husbands. Old phone Tenn., this morning on offirial busivocate, the official organ of the M. E.
accippted a position with U. G. Gult
2070.
ness. It is said that the "business"
"Ot7 know you are right
••
church, south, will preach One evense
lets & 0o., Inc., 312 Broadwee.
when you base a
'FOR SALE-3,000 fruit trees. Is to attend a meeting of the board
ing of the conference.
-The Mergenthaler-Horton BasSeveral varieties of apple, peaclepear in conference witth Illinois Central
ket company will tomorrow start In
and cherry. Albert ftherron Nursery- officials reStive to the new scale
CHARITY CLUB WILL KEEP
operation again after a shut down of
man, Paducah, Ky., Route 2.'Phone formed. sevenall weeks age In MemRUMMER HEADQUARTEIV4
three months while machinery was
pher, Mr. Wallace may be away
836, ring 4.
The Charity club will keep up Its
repaired and the building overhauled.
several
days.
FOR -RENT--TWO brick store
open headquarters all summer. This
atop. You know that then:,
houses,
Eleventh
and
Broadwa
one
y,
was decided on at a meeting this
For Male.
‘nnouncement.
long wear ahead. It doesn't
two-story
brick
business iheuse.
morning, when General Secretary Jap
botti in Entree.. Addition, 91154t.
We bate 5 compli•o• list of dr
cost
LUDLO
any
more
he
to
Chirteent
W
,
h
Irs.
and
Clay.
Paducah
Drew
Toner made a report of the work for
Convenient terms. Lan Eighteenth
hie rval estate and can furnish what
log company.
"right" than it costs to get
the
year.
It
met
with
the
fullest
apand Harrison. Sptiefaciory terms.
you emit, If you do not find it
"How are you doing, Sammy Sloan?"
- FOR SALE-- We hove a gray hone
some other $3.00 Lat. But.
proval Of the organization, and the
• "Fair to middling. I'm holding my own.°
Price WOO. H. C. Hotline, Real Esour athertised offers, cal! telepleme
15 bonds high. aboat 8 Years old,
work will be continued through the
If you would hold kour own in trade
•‘Jimineel"what-a difference'
tate and Rentals, Telephone 127.
127. we hay,' It.
H. f'. Hollins,
Learn a lesson from man and maid:
safe and wet, broke. Good home for
summer, furnishing employment to
Likeate. and Iteutala. Isseshaewasise--farm
or
delivery
Plifirra
&arr
ftte"
tri
a
prori
wagon.
sr
-Why buy Hameme-down
That's the Wily of the m•rehant wise.
Betiding.
clothes,.
ware CO.
vide- against the sinter. lir this way
Let your wares to th• world be known,
at Tenor-made prier* when you can
'Then you will more than hold your own.
It is believed mith can be (saved, and
, - 0011 liFeNT The
get Reed Tailor-made clothes, nuule
Mr and Mrs. I. L. Rudolph,
of
scent distress relieved, while the anSeventh street, one door north
3•A,
, ~M.
here at home. Exclusive twitter's, sad
of Rowlandtown, are the parents
of a
vlettation
nual
MOON• Mr
Imposter
of
e
will
be
'
The
price
Dr.
of
sent
a
Ad. is one I eTili a word for one In•estion and two
Fteddick's residence. Possession new boy- baby.
guaranteed to tit for $2.1.00 and up.
1Poulahll4114.41 111101,
curtailed. Serretarv Toner's report
cane a woad for three insertions, cash to ocrohipany the order.
given April 1s1. Apply at IllederHarmeling, Tailor. Palmer Rosalie.
appears on another page.
man's store,
Ihibecelbe for The MIL
•
afiisaik.
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THE PADITCATI EVENING SUN.

FIRST REPORT OF
CHARITY CLUB

I

WEDNESD.A I", II ATICR IS.

past winter in the name, and under I want tO make
you u ndesetail&
went for 34 persons. Some of these. 1.11M
the authority of the Charity club.
,
that I fall; appreciate tire signifiplaces, of course were only temporaA complete report would involve cance of these conditi
ons. Neverthery
but in several instances the Peoa detailed recital of the peculiarities less I must plead
guilt) to a tendenple in whose behalf I interceded have
and particulars of each case in which ,cy toward •Ilidiscrimtea
te charity.
held their jobs and are Mill at work.
assistance has been extended or de- Too often during
the winter have I
Jp many cubes I have made an opnied, and of course, it is needless to been persuaded
by a pathetic story,
portunity to work a test of the applisay teat such a report could scarce- only to.learn a little
You get handsome, well
later that my
Tells of the Systematic Work ly
cant's need and whenever a job has
be embraced in a 10 or 15 minutes confidence in human
aptiointe•d carriages
nature had been,
been
when
I serve you. We
decline
d I have refused to extalk. Neverthelese. I do feel impelled ,Imposed upon
Done Among Distressed
alai that I had been
glee pronit personal attend further ald. I think this is the
to say, that while in a general way grossly deceive
1
tention at all times.
d.
best test that can be devised and .1
It Is postal:tie to lay down rules and' Standing now tit
the close of the,
hope before another year rolls around
regulation• for the conduct of such keasou's work, 1 feel
emend Secretary Jan Toner Tens of
no hesitancy in
that the Charity club may be in a
a work as that in which the Charity,saying that with the
more definite,
Conduct of Onlre and Plans
position to apply it in every case. In
club is engaged, and such rules and knowledge of local
conditions acfor Future,
this way, and this alone, will it beregulations must be flexible and sub-:
quired during the winter, and a largpossible to get rid of the leeches who
Jett to the poseibility of change or,er comprehension of
the meaning of
are looking for an easy living and a
reversal. Human nature taken en the real charity,
reouId easfly, start-1
TEE RHAL AND FALSE CHARITY. masse is pretty much the same fee t ing over again,
Mrs. W. T. Burns, of Memphis, chance to get along without work.
accomplish as much
There is another class of families
world over, but when we come Oa good with half
the money that has Tenn., who is national press corresthat
crowds into the city every fall
ptudy human traits and characteris- • been expended.
ponden
t
of
the W. R. C., writes:
I
It costs something
tics in the individual we find such to learn things.
caught a severe cold which it seemed expecting to live upon charity. It is
In an excellent report read before
not so easy to get id of these people.
essential differences that very often
There is one point upon which my,, impossible for me to get rid of. I bethe charity department of the WomThey
come to stay during the winter
the rules and truisms developed in mind is fully
settled and that is came much run-down, lost my apI-'
•
an's club the Morn:rig Mre Jap Toner,
and have no homes to which they
one case cannot be made to apply in that the charity
petite
and
fresh
and felt nervous and.
extended by organigeneral secretary, furnishes the folmight be sent. Such f
another.
e- geneVinol was recommonded,1
zations of this kind should always be i irritable.
lowing statist lea anti
suggestions,
And the one thing sat which I am merely temporary. It is quite thei and certainly worked wonders ?thrall-y spend the summers up the
which were generaiy approved:
' rivers working on tobacco farms or
me: It increased my appetite, and.
most firmly convinced, as a result of proper thing to do all you can
to
peanut plantations. It has been found
Comingtbefore the club today for the past winter'
s work, is that charity help people in a permanent why by cured my cough and nervousness. I*
the first time since the work for
necessa
ry to extend aid to some of
conside
r Vinol a wonderful remedy.".
the cases ruust be individually treated. assisting them to find employment
current year was begun last pecember In no
Our local druggist, W. B mephere these but such aid has been given
other way'can you help people and by encouraging in them a spirit
it is my desire to present in as brief to /lel'
themselves, and after all self of self reliance but 'it is altogether son, says: "Many people right here out only in sufficient quantity to
and as lucid a manner as possibl
e a help is the only kind worth while: wrong to make them pensioners on in Paducah are in just her condition• prevent actual starvation.
sort of general or paeoramic view
System:utile Work.
---all run down, hardly able to dra
of Whether you consider the matter either private or public charity.
the things accompliAed daring
During the winter seven patients
about,
don't
the from the standpoint of the individual
know
what
ails
them.
One of the most difficult probleps
This is probably caused by a cold or have been sent to the city hospital,
or of society, indiscriminate cimrity; I have encoun
tered this winter, is the
cough which is hard to cure, over- for traetnaent and several children.
.
e v ean po
gski,telsr-e itt..‘
h eq I.
oanemwehmoe nhta,a
new hen hoefreetie
questio
s, p
hfaotretohadvoewrecitheitvhee
reg
d p
oNO MORE BILLS.
which were proposed would embarwork or too close confinement to bust to the Home of the Friendless.
subEjeecrty
Using
an
indexe
rass the federal government in its
d
card system I
ness, and such people need 'Vinol."
thought will agree to this statementlular aid from
the Charity club durt'altfornia Holds Up Jap Legislation treaty negotia
tlens with Japan. Gov.
To drop a dime or a quarter into the ing the
Vinol is not a patent medicine, have kept a comprehensive record of
past five or six winters. Some
on Request.
all
cases
Gillette u-rged the legisFature to folthat
have
come
under
my
but . contains the medicinal curative
hat of the street corner beggar only of these
folks do not hesitate to delow the president's suggeetlons and
serves to encourage him to continue
elements found in fresh cods' livers, notice during the year. This syssuch a means of making a living.
Sacramento,
'with al' tbe useless oil eliminated tern includes all cases in which usMarch 13.—The action was 'taken promptly.
sistance has been denied as well as assembly voted today
The favorite masterpieces of the Such charity may not rob
tend tonic iroteadded.
to. take no acthe giver
greatest composers carefully selecte but it
those in which it has been granted. Goa on the Japane
d
does incalculable harm to the
The result of the first six months'
se
questio
n at this
We
ask
every
run-down, nervous,
from the great field of musical literGenerally when I have refused to session, following
the receipt (if a working of the Simelen tunnel have
debilitated, aged' or weak person in
ature.. Pieces of character and worth recipient and those who are depenhelp an applicant I have followed up message from Preeid
published at from 30 cents to $1.00 dent upon him. But that is not
teen tabuletee, show that an averent Roosevelt.
Paducah, and every person suffering
the refusal with an investigation and
what I mean by indiscriminate charity
The
ilnoosevelt request, which age of 8,004 fiassengere were carried
a copy.. Our special price is.
front stubborn colds, hanging-on i nave found, as I suspected, that the caused a sensati
Of course that kind of giving is inon, was received by a day.
coughs, bronchitis or incipient coni persons who asked for aid were mere Gov. Gillette
cluded by the term but there is an, who sent it to the legsumption to try Vinol on our guaran- i le
trying to get something for noth- lelature to
Following is a partial list of selec- other kind that Is far more harmful.
tee. It, costs nothing if it fails to
be Tea& The message
Wirelees telegrams come under the
ing and had other resources upon l explain
Perhaps I can make meaning more
tions:
ed that the"anti-fapanese bills :toad of disconnected
give satisfaction. W. B. McPherson)
sentence;,
Title.
which they might draw,
Composer. clear by attempting to define real.
'Druggist.
A regionals*
Massenet charity. Real Charity
Consid
ering plans for another year•
is that sort of
Barcarolle (June) ...7`Mhalkowsky
NOTE—While we are sole agents 1
have held frequent con7u-Ntions?
charity which seeks not merely - to
Canzonetta
for Vinol in Paducah, it is now for.
Hollaender
with the president and the district
Cabaletta
Lack prevent suffering 'and relieve urgent
'Sale at the leading drug More in near
Chaconne
chairmen and as a result have evolvDurand need, but rather to assist the applily every town and city in the country. ed a
Consolation
Liszt cant to reach a higher and
plan, that it seems tor me will
more inDenting Spirits
Look for the Vinol agency in your
Bohan dependent
fully
comply
with all local condiplan
in life, where he
Die Meistersinger
town,
Wagner!
tient; and at the same time, -sadist
Farewell to the Plano—eleeethoven and his, may make themselves Selz
e,......e....lexpenses very
Fnneral March
materially,--------- -; .Chopin supporting. 1 want td tell you this
severe.
Gipery Rondo
1 would suggest that the.otfice be
Haydn morning that the people who apply
JAP TONER,
Weddtpg March
Thus it happens that in spite of,kept open during
Mendelasotin to the Charity club and to
the entire summer
charitably
I Love Thee, Opp, 44, No. 3...Gr
Secretary of Charity Club.
our most strenuous efforts to keep thatthe secreta
ieg inclined persons for
ry may keep in touch
aid are more
Longidg for Home, Opp. 117....
expenses down Hie cost of the preeent with all of those
fatuities 'whOhave re
Jungmann often impelled by a habit of greed inan1 an ordee for groceries once a season'
s work will probably he as ceived aid throughout
Rustle of Spring
than
by necessity.
*the winter
Sinding
week
and for coal whenever they large as it ever has
Melodie, Op. 8, No. 3 ....Patierewski
been.
season and that when winter comes
Whatever the motive of the appli- run out of fuel. It has come
Melody In F'
to be
-Five Hundred Orders.
Rubinstein
again a woodyard and a woman's
cant may be, temporary rielef, un- a habit with them
Murmuring Zephyrs
and they regard
Jensen
My report for the week ending workroom be establi
Myrtles, The
shed, in conless
it
be followed up by an Intelli- It as a righteous privilege,
Wachs
last Saturday shows that 575 orders necyon with the club
Pastorale
headquarters,
!Litz gent consideration of the case and
One
woman
with whom I remon- for coal and groceries
Pizzicati from "Sylvia" ....Delibes
have been is- I When this is done every able
theefueure needs.of ,the beneficiary, strated for her persist
ence
told
me
sued from the •club headquarters bodied applicant
Secorel Valse, Op. 56
Godard always becomes indiscr
.
can be required to
—
iminate in its she had never had any trouble in A These
Second Mazurka
orders WIC average a little .return the equi%atefl lb.1-eletir for
Godard results.
a, 1
getting anything she asked for until morethan
Simple Confession
$1 ttach In value. My charity extended.
Thome
Plerette
I
came
Indiscr
into
iminate Charity.
the club with my new list, however, does not
Chaminade
include orders
People who are skit must be taken
Spring So,rg
Mendelsohn
There is no use blinding ourselves Ideas. She declared the city- and the issued by the several district
ierlphee, Les
chair- care of as in the past but most of the
Bachmann to the
Charit
y
club
were
morally bound to men and when these have
real facts in the case. Too of!ditto
been re- people who apply for help can thus
Lack
Tara/144,0e, Op. 85
FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LAST
the efforts of the Charity club, keep her in coal during the winter ported the entire cote of the season' be given
Heller ten
'
s
employment and wbenever
Traumerel
and
that
if
did
I
not send her some work may be found to
Schumann are impelled by the same motive that
they
exceed
$700.
refuse to work, assistance will
Under the Leaves
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
she would make trouble for me. She
Thorne leads the purely indiscriminate
Neatly 300 orders, or more than be denied.
giver
Valse
Durand to drop a coin
threat
ened
report
to
me to the mayor,half of the total have been
into the hat of the
Valse Arabeteape, Pp. 82
In closing this season's work I want
coal and
Lack
street musician. Such an act. in re- and to the officers of the charity club wood. Nearly all of the
Valse Lente (from "Coprierlla"1..
others were to express my appreciation of the conbut
her
applica
tion
was
dented.
Delibes sponse to apparent pitiful conditions
for provisions, The Bernbeim gift of fidence repose
d in me not only by
Beautiful Blue Danube Waltzes..
Too many families have gotten into 1.2041 bushel
or a clever tale of poverty, effectives gave us 120 orders, and the members and
officers of the
Stratum ly told may ease
the
habit
of
depend
ing
upon the gen-'the Illinois Central gift of
the conscience of
Cavalleria Rusticana, Intermezzo.
one car- Charity club, but also by the Mayor
erosity of this club. Some of them, load will
give us 77 ten bushel or- and the Chief of Police
Maireaga I the giver, but it will confer no lastand the
to speak very plainly are 'Niels" of ders. Only
Dance of the Zephyrs
Cone ing benefit upon the recipient.
20 orders have thus far courtesies extended
by the press of
Dixie Land fine variation's . . Lernia
certain
members of the club or of been issued against
nj Acting as the general secretary of
this stock of coal the city and Many individuals.
The Flatterer
l
other influential citizens.
Charninade,the Charity club I have been
I might and we will probably be able to
dispensFlower Song
close
Lange!eng
•
tell
you of half a dozen cases of this the season with
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
charity generously provided by
La Fonntaine
300 or 41)0 bushels
ilohM+
Lost and Found.
kind
The Storm
and
they
if
others.
were
groupe
Not
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each mouth
d to- on hand.
a cent comes out of any
Weber
Lost, between 9:30 p. m. yesterUnder the Double Eagle, Marcel..
gether they would comprise the chief
Iown pocket, the fends to which
Aside from the two gifts of coal
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
day and noon today, a bilious attack,
. Warner have had access are
the club has purchased from the
trust funds and beneficiaries of the Cearity club.
Remember Me
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
with nausea and
Blink man
sick
A good many families have been West
headache.
Over the Waves, Mexiean Waltzes.
Kentucky Coal company near- This
accumu
late a substantial sum. We will loan you a
loss
was occasioned by finding
cut off the lists this winter and most :y 150
bushels of coal which has been at
Rotes
a drug store a box of Dr. King't
Afterward, Song
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
of them untie:10amd why, and wet paid
'Hi
for in cash.
Computing the New Life Pills,
Good Bye, Song
the guaranteed cure
AND
not come hark next year. If they value of
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
THE LUNCS
the regular retail orders is- for
In Old Madrid. Song
Trotere
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice
do
it
will
be with proper appreciation sued together
small *wows.
The above pieces are not the cheap
with the amount now Ail
druggists
of the fact that the Charity club is on hand,
-7 25c.
and elefeetive trie edition.
at the regular retail 'price
WITH
We handle all the latest
organized only for the pnrposelif Its- of 15 cents
popular
a
bushels
, the club may
music the classical favorites
Mostof the lemons are handed to
slating people who are in deep need he said to
and
have raised and expended
teaching pieces. Instruction
those
Books
people WOO are afraid to ask
and
not
merely
hard up.
lnearly $520 for this ore kind of fuel.
ike ere.
for what they want.
So far as the weather is concerned Some 40
ONSUMPTION
Prie•
orders for wood have been
OUGHS and
the past winter has been. tiompara-lissued
60c & ALDO
and more than 250 fttr provis—
OLDS
Free Trial.
tively mild, but men who have been tions.
...-THE BOOK AND MUSIC
Surest ...ad Quickest Cure for all I in touch with the industrial salute
Another considerable Item of ex'MAN
AT and LIMORO
TUElion for many years tell me -ISitr—at pense will
Wor MONEY BACK.
be found in the bills ren'it Harbour's Department Kt
no time within thcbietory of Paducah dered to the
treasurer of the club
have the milleand factories been Idle for lucid
ettals. These include office
for so long a time as during the past expenses,
street car fares for the secfive months.
retary and miscellaneous bills some of
Hundreds of men have been out which were
incurred in shipping a
of work during the greater part of number of .famili
es out of the city.
the winter and the evidences of ev- Eighteen
families altogether have
tromo poverty have been more marbeibeen sent
pack to the places fron;
ed than during some recent winters t which they
came. In some cam;
when the weather was much more it was
possible to induce such fami-1
'
I lies to return without way expense to
.LANG BROS' UNUSUAL OFFER.. the club. Init'rrea
rly all, however, tbil
l'EREMES AND TOILET
"It Isn't often that we-have faith mayor has furnished
transportation'
enough In the medielne put up by either by
WATERS.
rail or boat, the city paying'
other people to be willing to offer to such bills. In some
cases it has been i
refund the money if It does not cure," necessary for
the club to pay the cote .
Create
that
"well-bred"
said Lang Bros. to a Sun man who of moving
the family's housebold .
atmosphere which if4 regarded
dropped into the store, "but we are goods to the
depot or wharfboat and!
as so essential by ladles
glad to sell Or. Howard's specific In a few cases
rethe freight has alsoi
finement. The secret of their
for the cure of constipation and clys- been pail.
Whenever people have
implea on that basis. es
wide poptilwrity lies in this'
hegn shipped away by beat they
"The Dr. Howard Company, in have been
sugge•tIon of "tale" whirli
given deck passage and
order to get a quick introdection SSW, Ithder such
circumstances If the trip
they impart—not at all conauthorised its to sell their regular was a long one,
they have been supepicurism hat definite Just the
fifty cent bottles at "nalf-price, 25 plied with
eatables
same.
if 'heaver than the
cents, and, although we have
Most of these families who have
sold a
lot of it, and have guaranteed every been
cheap
kind,
too, for the (slot
shipped away came to Paducah
nic-kage, not one has been brought last
lingers for days and dare—
fall or early in the winter and
back as untatisfartory.
had it not been for tee aid extended
even weeks.
"One great arivantagte of
this by the Charity club some of them
specific," he continued, is its
small might have starvel. Most of them
(lose and cenvenient form. There
are came here weft good intention.s •nop
sixty doses In a vbil. tliat can
be ear- lug to find eMployment and were
rtig-etretirareeteltlfitittr*Writ
r, aief disappointed.
t mearporieI
j
ever); one has more medielmil
power
Since the office on Kentucky ayethan a big pill or tablet or a tumble
f i nne Was ripened last December
4th and Broadway
I
of mineral water."
rave succeeded in Smiling employ.

MRS. W. T. BURNS

1
The Besi Carriage
.
21
4111

Service in Paducah

tiARRY

ANDERSON. PRONE 915

TO LET

Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists

•

American- German National Bank
227 Broadway

SHEET MUSI C
For

Piano and Organ

al",

10c a Copy Postpaid

i.tv‘

•

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

•

Ar)

—

I

Ikea' Estate Agency.

I

There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.

KILL

CURE

COUCH

Dr.King's
New Discove

D.E.WILSON

1

FOR

Mechanics and
Fanners Savings Bank

C

HOUB I GAN T'S
IDEAL

211 Broad way

and

Have You
$15.00
To Invest?

LE TREFLE

of

Buy a GAS STOVE and you will
get 100 per cent interest on your
investment.

EARLY TIMES or
JACK B EA PI. It's

eight summers old.

-6the

k Paducah

Light

Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey, he
basin stock and you
will get Other

Power Co.

Will J.Gilbert-

4

•

I -

•

a r
•

sweelessenteletellswerelesellimasse

. . . . . . THE.. . . . „
Masquerader

4‘ Pure
Drugs
If you- need Drugs, anything
In the Toilet Line, a prescription
filled promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Proprietary Medicine Line, telephone S. H. Winstead, the Druggist, either Phone 756, Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things which he does well:

THE IS NOT RIPE
The difference between Oak Dale Hotel
FOR FRANCHISE

—1- relief and cure

Uncle Joe cannon Throws Out
Hist to Porto Iticans

By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of ••Tba Circle.' Etc.
Copyright. 1004. by Harper Le brothers

I • s

Says America Is Watthing Progress
and Development With I o•••
mommali
Citioeiedies

(Continued trees Yesterday.)'

All Physics Don't Cute. When a physic
is needed, anything that will cleanse • the
bowels will relieve, but that does not fleetsairily mean that such treatment will cure.
Nearly all purgative waters, candied pellets
and sugar coated pills will give temporary relief, but usually at a greet cost to the health of
the patients.

Such preparations weaken the muscles of the
stomach so much that it soon becomes necessary for the patient to take a physic before he
can have a proper bowel movement.

13roo1e.purt„
Rates $1 a Day.
btrithias 0
Mrs J & Imam Frsertliassa

I(

f)RAUGHON't-.
(laeorpetrated.)
MOWN,312-111111reaMay, reI 11.451H11.
1
27 coeat
nm v
Stales.
Posatottei
cared or money 10
Mercer/MP
teatb'r
Catsugu
MAIL
s will maviace eou leoe
U111111,6013.1
CRA us.42.
can es eep• tot
catalogue.,

lunched with and accompanied
leader to the house. They spoke very SPEECH MADE - AT SAN JUAN
CHAPTER XXV.
AVING taken a definite step in little as they drove te Westminster,
He handles only the best
auy direction, it was not in for each was engrossed by his own
goods.
Lodeir's nature to wish It re- thoughts. Only once did Fraide allude
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
does not act upon the bowels like most laxatives
San Juan, P. R., March
traced. His face was set, but to the incident that was paramount in
13.He gives prompt attention to
and cathartics. It contains such wonderful
set with determination, when be closed both their winds. Then, turning to Speaker Joseph G. Cannon, after
KENTUCKY,
a'
telephone orders.
tonic properties that it soon strengthens even
the outer door of hWowu tuotei *IA Leder with a smile cif edeouragenient, 65 mile autiatuobile trip over the
Book Binding, Bank
milWork, Legal
He delivers goods promptly.
the weakest stomach, so it can properly and
passed quietly down the stairs and out be laid his finger+, for an instant on itary
road,visited the executive counand Library Work a special
voluntarily perform its functions.
into the silent court. The thought of his arm.
ty.
cil this afternoon and was given a'
He makes a specialty of his
"(1.1licote," he had said, "when the
qiiicote, his pitiable condition, his sorIt is pleasant to take and never causes gripwarm
Prescription Department.
welcoin
e
-t
by
the de:egates. Se
did environments, were things that re- time comes, remember you have all
ing or pains of any sort.
nor de Diego delivered an address ,
quired a firm will to drive into the my confidence."
He employs none but licerused
Free sample bottle will be sent upon
bagleground of the imagivatioe, but a
Looking buck upon that day, Loder of welcome to the speaker and the ,
prescription clerks.
receipt of postal card request to those who have never tried it.
whole Inferno of such visious would often wondered at the calmness with accompanying conereesmen,
METROPOLIS, ILL.
who are
not have detested Loder on that morn- which be bore the uncertainty.
D.
All
druggist
A. Bailey, Prop.
s
on
sell
Dr.
Caldwel
l's
the
Srup
Pepsin
To
sit
the,
to
at
50c
and
inspect
isthmu
way
$1.00 a bottle.
l
s to
He treats you as he would
ing as, uuobsecveci by any eyes, he left apparently uumoved and wait without
Newest and hest hotel in
the Panama canal. He dwelt on the'
the city.
have you treat him.
the little courtyard with Its grass. Its emotion for news teat might change
merles, back if it doesn't satisfy.
Rates $2.00.
Two large Wimple
benefits of self-government on OW
trees, its paveiaient-all so distastefully the whole tenor of one's action
would islane
rooms.
He extends every courtesy to
rooms, Electric Lights.
and hinted strongly that it was
familler-and passed down the Struud have tried the stoleis
Pepsin Syrup Co.
Monticello, Ill. The onlyBath
m of the most
each customer.
centrally located Hotel in
toward life and action.'
experienced; to the novice It was well the duty of the United States to .411111111Ellk.
the city,
As be walked hie steps increased In nigh usteneurable. Anti It
was under grant this withput delay.
He appreciates your trade.
speed and vigor. Now, for tbe first these couditious and
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE
In replying Mr. Cannon diplomaticfighting against
SOHANDS IT TO RUEF.
superior court) had granted Ruef an
Utile,'he fully appreciated the great these odds that he eat through
LICITED,
ally
So don't forget, when you
suggested that the is'and was
the long
; appeal to the United States supreme
mental strain that he bad undergone In afternoon In Chileote
's place, obeying not yet ready to administer Its
need anything In the Drug or
own Supreme Court Knocks Out Efforts,court through trickery
the past ten days-the unnatural ten- the dietates of bits chief.
and fraud,and
Bet If the affairs. He referred
Druggist Sundry Line, to. teleST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
to his visit here
sion; the suppressed but perpetual day was fraught with
For Freedom.
that this could not bar Judge Dunne
difficult
ies
for
phone 756 and see what prompt
four years ago and
pense of impending recall; the conse- him it Was truuittet with
said he was
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
from proceeding with the case.
dullness and
"•'
quently high pressure at which work disappotntweut for
and satisfactory service Y411 Will
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TWO CENTS LESS
FOR OPERATORS
Illinois Central Closes Con
Coal Supply
tract for 'earsN
All Day Session Results in Agreement
for $1.07% Cents the Ton at
Mine,

WILL

PulteliASE

MORE

FUEI..

After conferring all day aed Pert
of the evening, west Kentucky coal
urine operators and the Illinois Central reached an amicable settlement
in regard to the coal contract for the
Year, commencing Apnil 1. The operators will be paid two cents lees
this year than they received last year,
notwithstanding the fact that a hard
fight WOO made for an increase in
proportion to the increased cost of
production.
In the late afternoon when it was
seen a settlement by the operators in
general was impoesible, a committee
was appointed by the operators as
follows: Samuel Sturgis. I. .M. Salmon, W. D. elcElhaney, I. P. Bernard
and Charles Taylor. The committee
after supper retired to the Palmer
Home parlors wain and held a con,
ference with Purchasing Agent C. F.
Parker and Fuel Agent G. W. Hatter, of the Illinois Central. Following a short discuseion the tereement
was reached.
Beginning April I, 190e the 1E1uois Central will pay $1.e7ea
per
ton for coal delivered to the road at
the mines. One important item is
the agreement of the road to use
eitestellt more tons this year than
lust. Last year 1:042,4)00 tons of
coal were consumed by the road from
wee Kentucky mines.
Last night and this morning the
oyeratore left Bedew/Lb for their
homes. Messrs. Parker and Hatter
continue their trip over the road,
completing contracts in other coal
producing states.

This extra wide fire box saves
your fuel.
Has it ever occurred to you that your kitchen
range is eating ,up—unnecessarily—many hardearned dollars ?
You can stop this waste—with a Buck's stove.
The extra wide—and comparatively shallow—
fire-box—which allows the greatest amount of air to
come in contact with the burning fuel—thereby
causing a quick and complete combustion—is one of
the many distinguishing advantages of a Buck's
stove.
There are others —many other advantages
which you will be glad to know of. We shall be
glad to tell you about them—and our present price
and term inducements—today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
miss this chance Take advantage of it today.
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OUR FIRST SHOWING
In swell spring styles in Clothing, Furnishings and Shoes now ready. Al!
that's new and strictly up to date we have.

See our Men's
$15.00 Suits

SPECIAL

41

Boys' Knee Pants, 4 to 16 years, we offer at the special price
of

19c

These are splendid values, being well made and just the thing for school.

Little Fellows' Suits, ranging in size from 7 to 14 years. Special
for

98c

These are a lot of spring weight samples which would actually sell for $1.50
to $2.50. Don't miss these.

FOR YOUR BOY---We have 64 patterns of boys' fine coats, consisting of
double and single breasted and made up in the very latest styles, and
which formerly sold for $1.50 to $3,00; to dispose of this lot we
we have placed them on sale for
Men's Fine Madras Shirts, the regular 75c quality, with or
without collars

49c
48c

SPECIAL
Crossett $5, $4, $3.50 Shoes
We have put the price--$2.69--- on all
the broken lots of Crossett's fine -$5,
$4 and $3.50 Shoes, consisting of
Patent Leather, Gun Metal, Box Calf
and Vici Kid, both in lace and button,
they go for

$2.69

A Humane Appeal.

INDICTMENTS

t'H.4.1tGES 0F GRAFT.
Said that PentissIsania Capitol Cost
Too Much.

IN CONNECTION WITH Ill'ItNING
TOR.I.C1C44 VII TORIES.

A humane citizen of Richmond
Ind., Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West
Main St., says: "I appeal to all pea
sons with weak lungs to take Dr.
King's New Discovery, the only remedy that has helped me and fully
comes up to the proprietor's recommeniation." It saves more lives that
all other throat and lung remedies
put together. Used as cough and cold
cure the world over. Cures asthma,
bronchitis, croup, whooping cough,
quinsy, hoarseness, and
phthisie
stops hemorrhages of the lungs met
builds them up. Guaranteed at a::
druggists. 50c and $1.00.
Trite
bottle free.

WE CARRY UNION LABELED GOODS

U.0.Oullett ec Go.

Harrisburg, Pa., March 13.—With
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